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Accusations arise concerning administration's
handling of penalty in Honor Code violation
by Suzanne Compton
staff writer
The administration, faculty and students butt heads
again, but this time it is over the severity of an Honor
Code violation that has many people pointing fingers.
"The Honor System tries to achieve justice and
equality," said Jeff Nobel, executive assistant to the JMU
President Ronald Carrier. "This doesn't always happen."
According to Fred Hilton, director of media relations,
the case in question concerns two seniors who originally
were suspended for one semester and received F's in the
course in question.
The penalty of receiving F's in the course was
maintained and the suspension was lifted.
The violation involves a student signing another
student's name on an attendance sheet for class,
according to Hilton. The student was going to a job
interview and would be late to class. The interview took
longer than expected, and the student never made it to
class.
• "The JMU Honor System is very important," Nobel
said. "In this case, class attendance didn't affect the
grade."
According to the April 11 Breeze, the administration
reduced the penalty below the minimum standard and
failed to notify the Honor Council in writing about the
reduction of the penalty. These are both violations of the

Honor Code, as stated in the JMU Student Handbook.
According to Sikes, the minimum penalty for an honor
violation is an F in the course and suspension or
expulsion.
Nobel said, "The nature of the offense and punishment
were out of whack."
There was an imbalance in action and the extent of the
penalty, according to Nobel.
Chris Sikes, Honor Council president, said if a student
pleads not guilty, the Honor Council Hearing Board will
review the case and hear the evidence.
The board holds closed deliberations to make a
decision. If a student is found guilty by the board, he or
she has five days to request an appeal, Sikes said.
Dr. William Nelson, Honor Council coordinator, then
decides if the students are granted an appeal. Nelson
bases this decision on any new evidence or the possible
violation of due process, Sikes said.
A dean, a faculty member and a student sit on the
Honor Council Appeal Board. The board has four options.
It may overturn the decision made by the hearing body,
affirm the guilty decision, order a new hearing or reduce
the penalty, but not below the minimum.
The possible penalties for a case is an F in the course
and either suspension or expulsion. If a student is
suspended, he or she may not transfer any credits to JMU
during the suspended semester, Sikes said.

Honor Council Violation Overview
11/95 - Two students are convicted by the Honor
Council. They are suspended from receiving their
diplomas until the end of Fall '96 semester and axe
to receive an F in the class.
1722/96 - Dr. Carrier confirms the
Honor Council's decision.
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2/6/96 - A memo from Executive Vice President
Jeff Nobel states the students will not be
suspended but will receive an F.
Ek

I
4/4/96 -Faculty Senate motions for Carrier
to affirm original Honor Council decision.

see VIOLATION page 2
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Residence Life considers Student commencement speaker
motel, apartment options selection sparks SGA controversy
to solve housing shortage
by Cyndy Liedtke
senior writer

by Katie Cole
contributing writer
In an effort to create space for the projected increase in enrolled
students, the Office of Residence Life is making many changes for next
year's resident housing.
One of these changes prompts JMU to be "looking to motel and
apartment options to accommodate the increase of students," ORL
Director Jim McConnel said.
JMU is seeking off-campus housing for about 160 freshmen and about
160 upperclassmen, McConnel said. "I prefer the apartment option for
upperclassmen and the motel option for freshmen." The hall atmosphere
would be best preserved in a motel setting, McConnel said.
JMU will have frequent shuttles to campus from these off-campus
residences to help deal with the distance from campus.
Freshman Alicia Lyons had mixed reactions to off-campus housing,
especially for freshmen. "1 thought at first it would be inconvenient for
freshmen and that participating in activities would be harder for them than
on-campus students."
After hearing from JMU alumni who lived in HoJo Inn and loved it,
Lyons said she has slightly reconsidered.
Freshman Christopher Hamilton said he thinks living on campus adds
more to the overall college experience. He also expressed concern that offcampus freshmen will not meet as many people as they would if they lived
on campus. "I think they would benefit more from living on campus."
Freshman Julie White said she did not think it was fair for freshmen to
have to worry about commuting to classes because most do not have cars
in Harrisonburg. "I think all freshmen should be able to live on campus."
Although rumors are flourishing among students, a final contract has
yet to be signed with HoJo Inn. Hunter's Ridge, Ashby Crossing, Olde
Mill Village and Mountain View Apartment complexes were considered.
JMU has already signed a contract with Denton Apartments to house nonfreshmen residents, McConnel said
The off-campus housing occupants will pay the normal on-campus rate.
JMU will pay for basic telephone services and utilities.
see HOUSING page 2

A confusing selection process and lack of publicity
cast a shadow on the results of this year's competition for
the student commencement speaker.
Three students applied to speak to their graduating
class, as opposed to 30 applicants last year.
The three students, seniors Kerry Callahan, Sean
McCrae and Bernic Pritchard, also had to give their
speeches to two separate selection committees amid
worries of bias because the committees were composed
mostly of Student Government Association
representatives. Pritchard is actively involved in SGA.
Pritchard, Mr. Madison 1995-'96 and speaker pro
tempore of the SGA, will speak to his graduating class
May 4. Pritchard was notified of his selection April 2; the
other commencement speaker has not been announced.
"This is something I have wanted to do since
sophomore year; it means a lot to me," Pritchard said.
"As Mr. Madison, I am glad I get to speak to everyone
on the last day and sum it up for everyone. I wish there
wasn't this controversy [over biased committees]. I think
I'm qualified."
Pritchard, who has served on various commissions
and committees while at JMU, said favoritism was not
involved in his selection. "Anyone who wants to question
my qualifications can. I think they'll find my years in
forensics, debate and public speaking speak for
themselves."
McCrae, who presented his speech with fellow student
ambassador Callahan, said they wanted to make it clear
they have the "utmost respect" for Pritchard and think he
will do a good job with the speech. However, McCrae
did question the selection method and possible bias of the
SGA choosing one of its own.
"It didn't bother me we lost... what bothered us most
was that we lost to a committee that wasn't completely
unbiased."

Danielle Bridgeforth, SGA president, organized the
competition. She said there was a "mix-up" with the
application process, and the committee didn't get as
many applicants as it would have liked.
Bridgeforth described the selection process as
"complicated." Several people involved in the process
also expressed concern because the application had no
due date on it, possibly further complicating the process.
The first committee, selected by Bridgeforth, that
heard the speeches, which included Bridgeforth, Director
of Class Government David Baker, the senior class
president Nancy Sabados, senior class vice president Lisa
Kerr and one non-SGA sophomore, could not reach a
decision. Some people also had concerns the committee
had too much SGA representation.
Bridgeforth and Baker then removed themselves from
the committee. Bridgeforth assembled a second group of
two people, which heard the speeches again and came to
a decision. This group's votes were added to the three
remaining members of the first committee for a total of
five people making the final selection.
Baker said he thought the process was fair, although it
could have been better. "The fact that Bernie is speaking
has nothing to do with him being in SGA ... I would
have been happy either way."
Sophomore Kevin Frye, a member of the second
committee and SGA senator, said he did not know what
had happened with the first committee.
McCrae said he and Callahan were uncomfortable
with the first mostly SGA group. "Right away, we didn't
think it was the most objective committee."
McCrae was also surprised the committee had no
faculty or administrators because he knew faculty
members who served on the committee in the past.
Pritchard said, "I walked in there expecting faculty."
Senior Jen Mabe, I994-'95 SGA president, said last
year, several administrators and faculty members, as well
as non-SGA students had been on the selection
see SPEAKER page 2
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continued from page 1
When registering for housing, students will
sign up for apartment housing just as they would
any other hall on campus. Students living in offcampus accommodations will not be required to
have a meal plan.
McConnel pointed out that leasing these
properties is similar to how JMU leases Wine-Price
Hall. JMU rents space in Wine-Price Hall to house
students, but the owners use the rest of the building
however they choose.
There will be changes in other residence halls as
well to accommodate the increase in students,
McConnel said.
Shorts Hall is one of the halls to be affected by
the changes. A traditionally upperclassman hall.
Shorts will be housing freshmen only.
Shorts was chosen because it would have the
least impact on returning students since most
students who live there do not choose to remain.
Shorts will also be a "substance free" residence
hall next year. Students will agree not to smoke,
drink or use any illegal substances. The change is a
response desires expressed in perception studies
given in residence halls at the beginning of each
academic year.
In addition, Asliby Hall will be a "substance
free" residence hall for upperclassmen next year.
Hall residents will choose this environment and
will govern themselves. "Students will agree to not
smoke, drink or use any other illegal substance in
the hall," McConnel said.
Logan Hall will experience changes in space
available for residents. Eight more spaces will be
created by turning doubles into triples. The rooms
being made into triples are larger than other
doubles in Logan.
Carla Ponciroli, Logan hall director, said, "They
[ORL] are making an effort to make it as
comfortable as possible." ORL is providing

JENNIFER VAKER/staff photographer
Junior psychology major Mandi Marcopulous doesn't mind living in a triple In Wayland Hall.
More residence hall rooms may house three students instead of two next year.

wardrobes for a third person because there are only
two closets, she said.
"Three people in one room is going to be tight,"
Ponciroli conceded. She also said residents will
know they are signing up for a triple room.
Logan residents have varying reactions to the
future changes in their hall. Sophomore Dawn
Heineman said the triples make sense. "If any
rooms are going to be tripled, it makes sense that it
is in Logan because it has big rooms."
Junior Deborah Coe said, "In most typical
rooms, the closet space is incredibly small, but
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continued from page 1
committee for the student speaker at commencement.
Also last year, the committee ranked the 30 applications based on criteria
from the school of speech communication to come up with seven finalists. The
finalists presented their speeches to the committee, which made the final
decision, Mabc said.
McCrae said the faculty he spoke to after the selection process had concerns
because of the lack of faculty on the committee.
After Bridgeforth informed McCrae a second group would have to help
make the final decision, McCrae and Callahan had more concerns about the
process.
"Our only regret is that we didn't go to someone, maybe the SGA adviser,
and address our concerns [after giving speeches to the first committee]," he
said.
McCrae said he knew people on the committees knew Pritchard and thinks
committee members should have been people who had no affiliation with
Pritchard, McCrae or Callahan.
After the whole process, McCrae said he told Callahan he hated JMU for
the first time in four years. He said he has talked to SGA advisers, professors
and friends about what can be done in the future. "I hope the SGA can help
imprqve the process so no one will have to go through the humiliation we went
through."
Pritchard said, "They really wanted to make sure there weren't any
questions," and that is why they gave the speeches to two committees.
Another aspect of the controversy surrounding the competition involved
who would run the competition.
"Our council felt it was our job to do this, not SGA, Sabados said. She said
Bridgeforth took it upon herself to organize the competition.
Bridgeforth said she held the understanding the senior class asked to be part
of the committee, and they were.
Baker said he knew some had suggested the seniors do it, but it wasn't like
anyone "begged to do it," and Bridgeforth decided to do it herself.
Sabados said she was happy with the selection but was disappointed with

other than that, the living space would be OK for
three people." But Coe admits, "I would hate to
live here with three people."
Next fall, some freshmen will be in rooms with
three occupants for a short time. ORL will try to
move one of the occupants to more comfortable
accommodations when spaces are available,
McConnel said
In an effort to reach 100 percent occupancy,
ORL overbooks by 60 to 80 residents because a
number of students who enroll decide not to attend
JMU, McConnel explained.

the organization of the selection process.
"I think Bemie will do a good job. He's a great speaker," she said. "There ,
was no advertising. It was poorly advertised and poorly organized."
Sabados expressed concern about a lack of money from SGA to advertise
the competition and include it in a class mailer.
Bridgeforth said, "Money was a situation ... but it wasn't the main thing."
Both Bridgeforth and Baker said they wished there had been more publicity
for the competition. They also said they had faxed information for The
Breeze's newsfile three times but it had not been printed in The Breeze.
Bridgeforth said in hindsight, she would have formed the committee sooner
if they had been able to publicize more in The Breeze. "It was a timing thing.
There were a lot of things going on. It was timing, nothing done on purpose."
Baker said, "We did publicize as best we could and our intent was to put it
in The Breeze, but it didn't make it."
Publicity included flyers around campus during and after SGA week and
word-of-mouth.
Mabe said, "I didn't know it happened," expressing there had been a lot
more publicity for the competition in the past.
She said publicity had included flyers to department heads and every
organization, announcements on the VAX bulletin board, flyers all over
campus and ads in The Breeze.
McCrae said he knew the woman who gave the speech last year and was
interested in the competition after attending the last two spring graduations as
a marshal. He visited the SGA office a couple of times until applications
became available sometime before spring break.
Pritchard, who wishes there had been more publicity, said he "got the
runaround, too" and had to persist in obtaining an application for the
competition.
"I kept asking within my own organization," he said.
Meanwhile, Pritchard, who is pondering job offers in the banking and
financial world, anticipates giving his speech to his graduating class.
"I'm excited about it, although I know the majority of seniors out there just
want to graduate," he said.

Violation
continued from page 1
Expulsion is the maximum penalty and usually occurs if the student is
found guilty of a second violation or if a student is involved in a combined
judicial and honor offense.
If the Appeal Board finds the students guilty, the Honor Council president
sends a letter to the president of the university for final review, Sikes said.
Nobel said, "My job is to make a recommendation. I watched the tapes of
the case, read the case and made my recommendation."
Sikes said the president then has the option to affirm the guilty conviction
and penalty, dismiss all charges, order a new hearing, or reduce the penalty to
the minimum penalty, but not below the minimum penalty.
Nobel said, "The president [Carrier] signs off on a case, and hopefully, it
yields a fair result."
Sikes said Nobel usually conducts the final review of honor cases and then
makes a recommendation to Carrier on a final decision.

The Faculty Senate was presented with the Honor Council's report of the
case April 4. The senators were divided on how to handle this situation.
Sen. Bill Rice, music, said, "I'm opposed to the case being brought to the
Faculty Senate . . they never invited the other person [Jeff Nobel] to
participate. I think Dr. Carrier did what was best for the Honor Council and
students involved."
Sen. Matt Reilly, integrated science and technology, said, 'This is very
serious; hopefully Carrier will rectify it [the situation]. It's in his hands. We
need to give him time to fix the problem."
According to the resolution passed by the Faculty Senate, the senate wishes
for Carrier to affirm the original penalty, affirm his support for the University
Honor Code and investigate the "alleged mishandling" of the case. The senate
requested Carrier report to the senate by April 25.
Carrier has not taken any action on the Faculty Senate resolution, according
to Hilton.
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Clothesline Project addresses sexual assault
Students decorate T-shirts symbolizing women's experiences with violence, victimization
by Kathryn Keeton
contributing writer
Colorful T-shirts bearing messages of
sadness, anger and hope were displayed at the
Clothesline Project in Phillips Center
Ballroom on Thursday.
The Clothesline Project was one of two
events planned last Thursday to raise
awareness of violence against women.
"I think it's a great way to draw attention to
current events in women's history, and I think
it's a part of women's history, or lives, that has
been ignored," said Paula PoiglaSe,
coordinator of the project.
According to a handout on the project, "The
Clothesline is composed of T-shirts decorated
to represent a particular woman's experience
with child abuse, incest, domestic violence,
sexual assault or victimization based on sexual
orientation."
The project is a national effort that began
with 31 shirts in Hyannis, Mass., in 1990. This
was the third year for JMU to participate in the
project, according to the handout.
During the first two years at JMU, 73 shirts
were made for the project. At least 26 were
made this year.
Polglase said, "Anyone can make a shirt;
some people make them because they support
the cause. We have a lot of people who have
had some kind of violence, mostly sexual,
against themselves or someone close to them,
though."
As students walked through the display,
they heard gongs, whistles and bells. The
gong, struck every 15 seconds, symbolized a
woman being beaten. The whistle was blown
every minute and a half to symbolize a woman
being raped. The bell was rung every 10
minutes to symbolize a woman being killed.
"It was a real eye-opener to see how many

people it affects," sophomore Tracey
Livengood said. "Especially in a community
like Harrisonburg I didn't expect to see so
many T-shirts."
Freshman Pete Meisel said, "It's really
surprising what you don't know. You think it
isn't happening to anyone you know, but it is
happening here. I think more people should be
aware of it."
Polglase said, "One thing is, I think it's a
very visual display of the impact sexual assault
has on the students of this campus. You look at
them and realize that this is happening to
people my own age."
While the main purpose of the project is to
raise awareness of assault against women, it
can also be very therapeutic to the victims of
assault who contribute, according to Polglase.
"Being able to express yourself is very
healing."
Senior Wendy Maybury, a survivor of rape,
said, "I think that for me it [making a T-shirt]
was a way of getting it out, and you could say
this is how you're feeling — I was very ripped
apart, and this is what I felt.
"For me, he [the person who raped her] was
'Mr. Wonderful,' and everybody loved him, so
it was a way of saying this is who he really is,
and there's a side of him you don't know
about," she said.
Maybury made a shirt last year and chose to
volunteer at the project this year. 'Today has
been pretty good because I made my shirt last
year, and at the time, I thought I would never
get better, and now I feel a lot better. It's
something that's always a part of you if you're
a victim of sexual assault, and eventually it
just becomes a part of your personality, but it's
not overwhelming anymore."
Friends and family members of victims also
dealt with a wide range of emotions at the
project.

i u/YT \rv T n\<
by Teresa Martinez
Campus police report the following:

Intimidation with Motor
Vehicle
• A city resident operating a vehicle
reportedly intimidated a pedestrian
faculty member at the Anthony-Seeger
HaB crosswalk at 1:05 p.m. April 10.
The city resident reportedly kept
inching toward the professor although
the other three lanes of traffic had
stopped. The professor and offending
vehicle operator reportedly made eye
contact. The license number of the
vehicle was provided to campus police.
An investigation continues.

Destruction

Property

of

Public

• A truck driver delivering kegs for a
Greek Weekend party reportedly
damaged the grounds of Alpha Kappa
Lambda and Alpha Chi Rho fraternities
at 3 p.m. March 29,
The truck driver reportedly
expressed regrets to groundsmen but
did not leave the name and address of
his firm. The individual was traced by
registration to a company called
Landshark, Ltd. After contacting the
manager at that location, a person
called back from a company listed as
Bargin Barrels and said he would
reimburse JMU for the restoration of the
grounds,
Damage is estimated at $12&.
• Unidentified Individuals reportedly
damaged an elevator emergency phone
mumjjfe .IIQUUIM^I aJtoiua VJii;
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at the College of Integrated Science
and Technology building between 5
p.m. and 11:30 p.m. April 9.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly
broke a window in Alpha Chi Rho
fraternity house at 11:33 p.m. April 10.
The residents were in the room at
the time,

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals reportedly

a 10-inch crescent wrench and
xks from a tool pouch in the
boiter room of the Convocation Center
between 5 p.m. March 22 and 8 a.m.
March 25.

Alcohol-Related injury
• A student reportedly slipped and fell,
striking a water faucet and cutting his or
her head open in Greek housing at 1:10
a.m. April 11.
Harrisonburg Rescue Squad
transported the student to the
Rockingham Memorial Hospital
emergency room for treatment.
Fire Alarm
• A responding officer activated a fire
alarm upon the smell of smoke in Roop
Hall at 11:25 p.m. AprH 9.
A water fountain had an electrical
short

• Burnt popcorn activated a fire alarm
in Weaver Hall TV lounge at 1:53 a.m.
April 10.
• A smoke bomb activated a fire alarm
in Hanson Hall at 2:39 a.m. April 10.
Number of drunk in public charges
since Jan. 11:35
' V""

MELISSA PALLADINO/ photo editor
Students reflect over T-shirts displayed at the Clothesline Project Thursday In the PC
Ballroom. The shirts symbolized acts of sexual violence inflicted on women.
"Until recently, I didn't think I knew anyone
similar experience to viewing the AIDS quilt
who was raped, and I found out a few months
where you feel overwhelmingly sad, and you
ago that I did. I think it's really sad that a lot of
almost feel their pain, very angry. Yet, there's
men don't even know what rape is, that they
also a sense of hope."
think no means yes," said freshman Jennifer
Volunteers were available throughout the
Lane.
day to counsel students who could not handle
Junior Chris Diaz said, "Three of my best
the intensity of the display.
friends were raped, and it reminded me of the
Polglase said the volunteers were mostly
times, of them coming to me and talking to me,
from the Women's Resource Center, the Office
and knowing there's nothing you can say,
of Residence Life: A member of CARE was
nothing you can do to make it better. You feel
present every hour. "We've never had a
very helpless."
Graduate student Chris Clark said, "It was a
see CLOTHESLINE page 9

Students protest PepsiCo
involvement in Indonesia
by Maggie Welter
staffwriter
Be Young, Have Fun, but don't drink Pepsi, is the
message some students at JMU and other college
campuses are spreading.
A growing number of college students nationwide are
joining an effort to boycott products made by Pepsi
Corporation and its subsidiaries, as a form of protest
against the company's operations in Burma, a small
Asian nation on the Indonesian Peninsula.
The Burmese government, run by a military
dictatorship, has been harshly criticized in recent years by
human rights groups for blatantly violating human rights.
Critics, including some members of Congress, accuse the
government of torture, forced labor and abuse of women.
PepsiCo, whose subsidiaries include Taco Bell and
Frito-Lay, began operations in Burma in 1991. Student
activists and other human rights groups contend that by
operating in Burma, Pepsi is supporting the military
government and thus supporting the inhumane treatment
of its people.
But PepsiCo, in a statement issued to shareholders,
contends its involvement in Burma is misunderstood.
PepsiCo said it opposes the military government's abuse
of power and has done everything in its power to "keep
our actions nonpolitical." In fact, the company said its
presence actually helps the people of Burma by raising
the quality of life.
According to Elaine Franklin, manager of Corporate
Information, Pepsi employs about 240 Burmese people
and indirectly generates about 200 additional jobs in
services, such as material production. The company also
supports social programs by providing competitive prices
for a government-run soda manufacturer.
Some students aren't buying PepsiCo's argument.
Senior Carla Komich, a member of the JMU chapter of
Free Burma Coalition, a part of EARTH, said it would be
"impossible" for the company to operate in Burma and

not support the government in some way.
'To operate in a country, a company must deal with
the government. They not only pay taxes to the
government, but they also must indirectly support certain
party members to be allowed operating permits and other
such things. It may not be direct support, but some of that
tax money is being used by the military government to
maintain a hold on Burma."
Douglas Steele, a law student heading a similar
boycott
movement at Georgetown University, cited other
ooycon
movem
wa s
y PepsiCo s presence lends indirect support to the
military government.
"Pepsi has to distribute its product, and they drive over
roads built by forced laborers to do it," Steele said.
During the past several months, the JMU Free Burma
Coalition, which has about 40 active members, has
organized several events to voice its displeasure with
PepsiCo.
Chanting "Genocide is not the choice of our
generation," about 50 students from colleges across
Virginia picketed a Pepsi warehouse in Weyers Cave,
about 20 minutes south of JMU, in January. The students
wanted to talk to the manager, but he refused and called
the police. Komich said the protest was peaceful, and no
arrests were made.
"We just want to raise public awareness about the
issue. The people of Burma are being treated like subhumans, and Pepsi is there supporting it," Komich said.
Free Burma has also made its message visible on
campus by posting signs of protest on Pepsi machines.
According to freshman Elizabeth Abercrombie.
coordinator of the JMU chapter of Free Burma Coalition,
the anti-Pepsi campaign has been successful so far.
"I've received a lot of positive feedback from
students," she said. "For example, I heard one student at a
vending machine say, 'Don't buy Pepsi; they're bad,' to
another student."
see PROTEST page 9
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TKe positions available are in tKe following areas •
1-Taylor Down Under wKicK includes a coffeeh
and +Ke Center for Off-Campus Living
2-University Program Board and Student i
and Development, botK in tKe Madison 1
1-&vents and Cpnferenc
■Interested students sKould complete a graduate As
Application in tKe Graduate School in Wilson Hall 1
inter
e University Center anc:
Please Submi
of me Unive.^ity Center
•ted

JOBS AVAILABLE

Qeovge

Europa, Europa
in conjunction with Hillel
Thurs.,
April 18

J

Heat

mil.

Fri, & Sat.,
April 19 & 20

■■■■■«.

IIUII
| All movies
except
' Sunday :
j SI.50, 7 &
9:30 unless
I otherwise
,
noted.
Sunday
movies are
I free! 7:30
only.
I For more
• info, call
X4UPB.

|

The Underneath
Sun.,

'
.

April 21

APRIL 24 AT THE CONVO CENTER

GET YOUR TICKETS NOW!!

I
.
I
.

THE
PFUXK
AILSTARS

Join The Crew

at the Warren Hall Box Office x7960
$12 with JAC card, no limit
For more info call UP5 at x6217
$14 general public and at the door

4/19 Ebony Exposure Comedy Show & Party w/ 2 on 2 SNAPS Contest: Call x7960 for more info

^B
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Scholar claims religion
promotes good health
by Rachel Roswal
contributing writer
A visiting scholar discussed the positive role religion has in relation to
health in Harrison Hall on Wednesday.
Harold G. Koenig, M.D., director of the Duke University Center on
Religion, Aging and Health, introduced his topic by asking the audience, "Is
religion good for your health?"
Koenig described a number of trends in society and predictions for the
future based on his observations of the relationship between religion and
health.
He opened with a slide of an elderly woman waking up in the morning,
which he said represented the growing number of elderly people in the
United States and the increasing levels of depression.
After the year 2000, individuals more than 65 years old will make up
about 25 percent of the population, Koenig said.
A baby girl today will live to an average of 90 years old, and a baby boy
will probably live until his 80s, Koenig explained.
However, within the next 30-40 years, the depression level will rapidly
increase for those who make up the elderly population because high levels of
depression among younger people will continue as they age.
Charts also showed the correlation between disabilities and depression.
Among healthy individuals, the alcoholism rate is about 7.4 percent, while
among the disabled, it is about 15.1 percent, he said.
Koenig introduced the religious aspect of the health issue by showing a
comic strip of a doctor prescribing prayer to a Medicare patient He pointed
out that before medicine was widely used, the institution that used to care for
people with these problems was the church.
Findings from "What's God Got to Do With It?" from Texas Medicine,
demonstrating the importance of religion in people's lives, resulted in a 1994
Gallup Poll.
From the poll, experts found 96 percent of the population believes in God.
It was also found that by the year 2000, half of all Lutherans will be more
than 60 years old and more than half of Methodists will be over 60. Fiftynine percent of people aged 65 and over read the Bible an average of three
times a week.
At Duke University, Koenig studied elements determining whether
religion has a positive or negative effect on an individual's health. He
assessed religion's relationship to depression, suicide, life-threatening
see SCHOLAR page 11

Bookstore to make changes
in future security measures
by Jaime Dritt
staff writer
For students who express concern
over the safety of their personal
belongings when they leave bags in
the bag-drop cubbyholes located in
the front of the JMU Bookstore, new
security measures may prove to be a
relief.
April Roberts, chairwoman of the
Student Government Association
Student Services Committee, said the
committee proposed doing a type of
check system where claim tickets arc
given out at the counter
"It doesn't cost a lot," Roberts
said. "It's not a big security system,
so it's pretty feasible."
Roberts said Patty Sarb, director
of Retail Services, will implement
the check system for the summer
sessions to see if it works.
Sarb met with the Student
Services Committee on April 4 about
possibly changing the policy so
backpacks could be checked in.
"I'm anxious to try something
new," Sarb said. "If this option
works, I think we have a winner."
Incidents of theft'do occur at the
bookstore under the current system
of placing bags in cubby-holes near
the entrance.
Sophomore Amy Greenough said
she left her bag in the bag-drop,
purchased a birthday card and came
back to the cubbyholes to find her
bag missing.
It turned out someone picked up

her bag by accident and returned it to
the bookstore, Greenough said.
She worried what would have
happened if her bag had been stolen.
It contained a computer disc with
two-thirds of her lab session work on
it and a research book for
psychology, Greenough said.
"I don't have the time to make up
the work if it was stolen," Greenough
said. "The point remains if I had to
turn something in for my next class,
is the professor going to believe that
[my bag was stolen]?
"I got it back, but 1 feel sorry for
anyone that [theft] happens to,"
Greenough said. "We understand the

need to check [our bags], but you
shouldn't be forced to check it [in at
the desk] unless they can guarantee
that somebody's there looking over
it.
"It's a matter of being confident
you can leave your belongings
somewhere when you have to. She
[the women at the desk] took down
my name and a description of the
backpack. She said 50 percent of the
time people pick up [the wrong bag]
by accident. ... I was really upset.
The woman wasn't much help at all,"
Greenough said.
see BOOKSTORE page 11

JAMES MORRI&'staff photographer
JMU Bookstore patrons may check their bags at the door next fall
If the security measure is successful during summer session.

RMH construction leads to parking space swap with JMU
by Jeremy Ray
.staff writer
Faculty, students and staff will
notice the absence of 27 borrowed
parking spaces from B-lot, behind
Burruss Hall, for the next 15 months.
The cause of this parking change
is the April 1 construction of a $25
million five-story short-stay center at
Rockingham Memorial Hospital that
will replace the original hospital's
structure built in 1912.
The general contractor of the
construction project has asked JMU
to lend parking spaces in exchange
for spaces in the hospital lots.
The spaces are needed for storage
of a part of the original hospital's
structure, a 1912 portico and four
columns. The 1912 structure will be
used in the future, according to a
memo from Alan MacNutt, public
safety director.
In compliance with the request,
about 16 spaces have already been
moved to the RMH Regional Cancer
Center, where RMH security
monitors the cars in the parking lot
and reserves places for faculty and
staff.
According to Tara Armentrout,
JMU parking manager, parking for
the JMU Health Center has also
moved to the cancer center. Students
will still only be allowed to park
there after 8 p.m.
"RMH has installed several red
zone/purple zone signs in their lots,"
she said.
Red-zone signs denote parking for
part-time faculty and staff
employees, and purple-zone signs
i neieflie^Gpwefr'TOf ftm-time faculty

RICK THOMPSOWstaff photographer

RMH's construction of a short stay unit necessitates storage space for the 1912 portico and
columns that originally flanked the building. B-lot will provide 27 parking spaces for the structures.

and administrators, Armentrout said.
According to Debbie York from
the RMH Planning and Marketing
Office, planning the altered parking
arrangements with JMU was
executed successfully.
"It worked out really well," she
said. "We're using that space to store
our 1912 portico. We're also moving
the limestones and the columns."
Parking spaces were not the only
things to move as a result.of the
construction
project.
RMH
departments consolidated and moved

to various locations.
"We had to move almost 50
different departments," York said.
Some offices moved to the basement
of Wine-Price Hall.
Except for the portico and the four
columns, the original RMH structure
was demolished because it was more
than 84 years old and in deteriorating
condition.
"The reason for the rebuilding is
that the 1912 building was
inadequate due to its age," York said.
The structure was no longer

suitable for patient care, most
recently used as office space, and had
poor plumbing and electrical work
and a limited air exchange system.
The decision to tear down old
sections and build the cancer center.
Outpatient Services Building and the
short-stay center was weighed
against the concept of relocating the
entire hospital to another site,
according to a pamphlet distributed
by RMH.
The new section will look similar
to the cancer center, a modern-

looking glass and brick structure, but
will contain some of the historic
architectural features such as the
portico and columns. The portico and
columns are being preserved to
create a balance to integrate history
into the new facility.
As construction carries on, faculty
and staff don't seem to mind the
alteration in parking so far.
Brenda Wilkinson, mathematics
department secretary and a user of Blot said parking hasn't been a
problem yet as a result of the
construction.
"A lot of spaces were taken," she
said. "I was pleased today because I.
was able to get a spot."
Security in the RMH parking lot
had secured about 16 places for the
faculty and staff, which was the
reason for her success in finding a
space.
She said she has heard some
grumbling about the parking, but it is
usually due to the overall parking
problem.
"It's very frustrating if you spend
15 or 20 minutes looking for a
parking space [in the morning]; it
doesn't start your day off right,"
Wilkinson said.
Bob Hanson, a professor of
mathematics, said it was importani to
accept the inconvenience with a
positive attitude.
"We're neighbors, and we should
try to be good neighbors," he said.
"It's good for the neighborhood in
the long-run."
Construction of the new facility is
scheduled to begin by early June, and
completion is predicted to be in mid1998:-•»—»»—*»■
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The Black Student Alliance presents

The Black Alumni Chapter of the JMU
Alumni Association invites you to its

3rd Annual "Pictures of Reality"
Professional Development Seminar
Saturday, April 20 • Taylor Hall, JMU
Seminar:9 a.m. to 4 p.m.* • Professional dress preferred
Continental breakfast & lunch included • FREE admission!
Contact the Alumni Relations Office, x6234

CASIP NIGHT
Professional Dealers
Food
Door Prizes

♦correction from Thursday's issue

a
o

H

o

e

Slot Machines
Blackjack Tables
Craps Tables

6NAVOa HOISdTl
Make $500/week
Summer Internship
Placing All Majors
Interviews
Mon. 15 at 2:00,4:00
Taylor 305
Tue. 16 at 2:00,4:00
Taylor 305
Wed. 17 at 2:00,4:00, 6:00 Taylor 400

SOUTHWESTERN COMPANY

o
z

Spades Table
Roulette Tables
and much, much
more!

Highlands Room
April 18, 1996
7 -10pm
$1.00(you'll
Admission
be playing with

X

u
<

w

oo
oo
<

X

chips, not real money)

contact 1-800-492-8506
FOR SUMMER WORK

\wmamm mm®
Sorority Preview Day
Tuesday April 16,6-8 p.m.
Chandler Hall in Mrs. Green's

Sign-ups for fall Sorority Rush
Wednesday April 17,11-4 p.m.
Thursday April IS, 11-4 p.m.
On the Commons
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IN BRIEF
School of theatre and dance
presents Shakespeare play
The school of theatre and dance presents "King
Lear," the classic Shakespearean tragedy, in
Duke Hall, Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, 8 p.m.,
April 16-20.
The play is the mainstage finale for the school
of theatre and dance's 1995-'% season. The play
is part of the Masterpiece Season Theater Series
sponsored by the College of Arts and Utters.
Tickets for the performance are $4 Tuesday and
Wednesday and $5 Thursday through Saturday
with a JAC Card. General admission is $6.
For tickets, call X7000.

HIS
&

24

°veral1 59 percent of taxpayers expect a refund,
1371
41 percent expect to pay. Expectations of young America:

79%

K*to 34
U
25

t

years of age
y^^it,
o the order at
1/0A , gang* A mr/hax
MM n^d\/i

M/gaa*.

19%

14%
MEMO

refund

owe
5,000.00

PAY
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\'tts. m

l,n-refund

Ofnc V& oajfrmur
source: USA Today
ANGELA TERRY/senior artist

WEEKL Y EVENTS
Four-week grief workshop will
help teen-agers deal with loss
Rockingham Memorial Hospital Grief Support
Services will hold a four-week workshop to help
teen-agers work through grief, each Wednesday,
7-8:30 p.m., April 17-May 8.
The workshop will cover normal grief reactions
and the development of healthy coping skills in
dealing with loss.
There are no charges for the group, but advance
registration is required. For more information or
to register, call (540) 433-4429, or (800) 5432201, ext. 4429.

Dukettes will hold tryouts for
next year's team April 20
Dukettes will hold tryouts for next year's team,
Music building, rm. 108,9 a.m., April 20.
For more information, contact Shelly
Boardman, X7034.

Native American organization
needs necessities for families
Feeding Native Americans on Reservations
will make its Spring Run to Arizona in mid-May.
If you are willing to donate nonperishable
foods, clothes, toiletries or household products to
families, contact Lisa French, X5040.

Campus group and friends
raise money for two causes
Students for Camp Heartland and friends of
John-Michael Knowles are co-sponsoring an
all-campus penny war through April 23.
Residence halls and organizations may
participate by collecting money in a jar or bottle.
Silver and paper money count as positive points,
and pennies are negative points.
The goal is to get every student to donate at
least $2. The money raised will be split evenly
between Knowles and his siblings and nine
Virginia children impacted by AIDS who hope to
go to Camp Heartland this summer.
Money must be turned in at Godwin Hall
gymnasium, 3-3:45 p.m., April 23, before the
Camp Heartland Kids' Presentation at 4:30 p.m.
Send Newsfile or Weekly Events Information

iOJUttlng
to Asst. News Editor,
The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall,
drop K off at The Breeze office
or fax It to 56*6736.
Information Is run on a space-available basis.

Cycling Club/Team meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 5 p.m.
EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 305, 5 p.m.
Science Fiction/Fantasy Guild, Taylor Hall, rm. 306,7 p.m.
Animal Rights Coalition, Keezell Hall, rm. 310,7 p.m.
College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404,7:30 p.m.
Chamber Orchestra, Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m., free.

esiia
Circle K meeting, Warren Hall Allegheny Room, 6 p.m.
Students for Camp Heartland meeting. Warren Hall Allegheny Room, 7 p.m.
AED meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 31,7 p.m.
"Georgia," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.,
$1.50.
Young Democrats meeting, Warren Hall Allegheny Room., 8 p.m.
Percussion Ensemble, Music Building, rm. 108, 8 p.m., $2 and $4.

Junior Class Council meeting, Warren Hall Piedmont Room, 5 p.m.
Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402,5:30 p.m.
Caving club meeting, Jackson Hall basement, 6 p.m.
Baptist Student Union Revival Core prayer, BSU House 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Outing Club meeting, Keezell Hall, rm. 310,6:30 p.m.
Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 302,7 p.m.
"Georgia," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.,
$1 .50.
Sophomore Class Council meeting. Warren Hall Massanutten Room,
7: 15-8:15 p.m.
Student Woodwind Ensembles, Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, 8 p.m., free.
Take Back the Night meeting, Logan Hall Women's Resource Center, 8 p.m.

ursaa
EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 5-6:30 p.m.
Pre-Physical Therapy Society picnic, Purcell Park, shelter 1,5:30 p.m.
Baptist Student Union Fellowship, BSU House, 5:30 p.m.
Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fever, BSU House, 5:30-7 p.m.
BOND meeting, Warrren Hall Piedmont Room, 6 p.m.
Fellowship dinner at the Wesley Foundation, JMU Methodists, 6 p.m. and the
New Life Singers Rehearsal, Wesley Foundation, 6:45-7:45 p.m. Call 434-3490.
Asian American Association meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404,7 p.m.
International Affairs Association meeting, Maury Hall, rm.lOl, 7 p.m.
"Europa, Europa," sponsored by UPB and Hillel, Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $1.50.
Masterpiece Season Family Series presents "Sleeping Beauty," Wilson Hall
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m., $10 general admission, $8 for children.
String Chamber Ensembles, Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, 8 p.m., free.
Muslim Coalition meeting, Warren Hall Allegheny Room, 8-9:30 p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ, "Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm. 101, 8 p.m.

Congress unlikely to override
Clinton's foreign policy veto
WASHINGTON — Congress appears unlikely
to override President Clinton's veto of a sweeping
foreign policy bill that would have dismantled
U.S. diplomatic agencies and intensified pressure
on China.
Casting his 14th veto, Clinton said Friday, 'This
legislation contains many unacceptable provisions
that would undercut U.S. leadership abroad and
damage our ability to assure the future security and
prosperity of the American people."
The bill passed the Senate 52-44 and the House
226-172, well short of the two-thirds margins
needed to override the veto.
Clinton said the measure would "unacceptably
restrict" his ability to conduct foreign affairs and
control state secrets.
Approved in party-line votes, the bill issued a
de facto invitation to Taiwan's president, Lee
Teng-hui, to visit the United States in defiance of
Chinese objections. It also would increase ties to
Taiwan, toughen human rights pressure on China,
allow for a special envoy to Tibet and set up
Radio Free Asia to broadcast into China.

Nation

Nixon's estate will release
White House tapes this fall

WASHINGTON — A University of Wisconsin
professor has won a 21-year-old fight over
Richard Nixon's White House tapes.
"I think we won a great victory today," said
Stanley I. Kutler, a University of Wisconsin
historian who sued the National Archives and
executors of the Nixon estate.
The Nixon estate gave up the fight Friday,
agreeing to the release of all but the most private
of 3,700 hours of recordings. The tapes promise
new insights into the former president's struggle
to stave off impeachment for the crimes of
Watergate.
From Aug. 9, 1974, the day he resigned, until
he died on April 22, 1994, Nixon battled in the
courts so diligently that only 63 hours were made
available for public hearing.
By November, visitors to the National Archives
will be able to listen to the tapes. Except for
archivists, no one has ever heard the tapes.
—AP/newsfinder news service
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campus next year!
you now have 2 more
campus sponsored options
at sign up this week'

residence life
introduces
off-campus
apartment
living... same
price!
same contract!

independence!
flexibilit
options on meal plans!
no utilities to pay!

HERE'S WHAT'S AVAILABLE
Construction on Denton's is
scheduled for completion some!
time in August.
In the event that Denton's isl
not on schedule, temporary
accomodations will be provide^
to those residents

)enton's on Court Square
sency apartments provide kitchen,
bath and shared living/sleeping area;
^0unity laundry facilities and Study
sas; limited parking available
double occupancy
40 apartments available

JMU Quadplex
within walking distance to campus1
apartments featuring shared living a
~ ;as with outdoor deck, two"
Jfr
sher/dryer in each unit! Parkin
Each occupant gets their own
quad occupancy
20 apartments available

room
ining

how to sign up :
by yourself : Refer to page 6 of your room reservation booklet. Show up at your assigned appointment time with your
reservation form. You will have the option to sign up for any available spaces as long as they last.
with friends : You may choose to sign up as a group of two, three or four in the quadplex apartments or two in Denton's.
Gather your room reservation forms. Use the earliest appointment time for your group, and send only ONE representative with ALL
forms. Please have alternate room options selected In the event that the apartments are full when you arrive.

dining contracts:
Studentslaking advantage of an apartment option will have the opportunity to select from any of the commuter meal plan options offered
by dining services. Information on meal plan options and sign ups will be sent to your home address over the summer.

—~
if.'
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Protest.

continued from page 3
According to a recent report in The
Washington Post, the anti-Pepsi message is
resounding at about 75 other universities across
the country. Among them are Georgetown,
Virginia Tech, Harvard and American
University.
Student protesters said they plan to continue
their anti-Pepsi campaign until the company
discontinues its operations in militarycontrolled Burma, which for some means no
more Pepsi and no more runs to the Taco Bell
border.
"Taco Bell is the hardest thing in the world
to give up," Komich said, "but these are human
beings, and they are being terrorized."
Steele said, "Burma is the bottom of the
barrel for human rights, and we're not going to
support Pepsi until they stop operating there
and supporting such conditions."

&fa &fa && &jhZi

Do you have a
news tip?
Call Stacey,
Kristen or Paula
at X6699 and
give us the
scoop!
&fa &fa &eh &$&

Clothesline.

continued from page 3
problem [during the program] we couldn't
handle," she said.
In comparison with previous years, the
turnout at the project this year was larger.
"It was a lot bigger, much more steady
stream of people coming through." Polglase
said. "A considerable number of guys came."
"I think it's hard to be a guy and see it, even
if you never did anything like that [assaulted
someone]," she said.
"A lot of the things on the shirts are done by
guys, so I think it's hard to talk about it,"
Polglase said.
Professor of mathematics Jonathan Khon
said. "Yeah, it was very hard. It's very hard for
me to know what to do because men are very
polarized.
"They either understand, and those are the
people around me, or they don't understand,
and those are the people I don't want around
me," Khon said.
After students looked at the project, they
were given an opportunity to share their
feelings about the shirts on a reflection wall.
Cards on the wall reflected the impact of the
display on the students.
"Powerful display. Very touching and
sickening at the same time. But there's hope,
there's strength, and there's people who care.
This project — may it continue to touch and
educate people as it has me," was written by
one student.
One example of the shirts displayed was
Maybury's shirt, which read, "Out of all the
dark alleyways and places I've been, I never
thought my boyfriend would RAPE me: A
Pure Southern Baptist Girl. I guess I can say, 'I
have learned a hell of a lot in college.' Friends
who leave you in a lurch, 'I'm uncomfortable,'
they say.
"Parents who say, 'Why didn't you . . .'
Guys who don't understand why you don't like
to be touched, a rapist — BCW who's still
partying on while I suffer. YES — he makes
you laugh — BUT he made me BLEED!"

RICK THOMPSOWstaff photographer

Shakespeare
Education Director of London's Globe Theatre Patrick Spottiswood
addresses students and faculty in Phillips Center Ballroom Wednesday at
4 p.m. while senior history major Polly Huh observes.

The Official Ring Company
for the
Class of 1997
Apml 16-18
9A.M. ' 4p.rvi.
GRAPTON STOVAII

JMU
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The College of Education and Psychology
James Madison University
Honors
Its Outstanding Students
Dr. Eileen Nelson
Laura L. Heidt
Sheila A. Shields
Jennifer L. Wirt
Janet Barber
Alison M. Davis
Kristin A. Hawk
Mary F. Fray
Stephanie M. Neubert
Meredith Jamieson
Stuart Halsall
Pamela L. Kisthart
Carrie D. Setzer
Alexis Samson
Lucinda Witmer
Holly Woods
Amy Williams
Kimberleigh Louise Mabe
Temple Watts Aylor
Donelda S. Carson
Martin L. Caruso
Heather Suzanne Shroyer
Carolyn Phillips
Robyn Hanger
Lucinda Shaheen

Kelly Stewart
Tracy M. Louk
Shannon Wilson
Karen E. Fawcett
Maria Georgeadis
Jennifer Shields
Carol Davis
Kiston Layne
Nadine Petry
Shayla Henry
Matthew O. Wells
Christine E. Ibach
Donna L. Stanley
Amanda W. Davidson
Beth R. Harris
Jason Vescovi
Cherri Johnson
Barbara Cecchini
Stacey Coffey
Wendy B. Charkow
Eric Sydell
Kathryn Alessandria
Rebecca Carriker
Laura Leighton
Monica Neel
Emily Fergus
Beth Judy
Stephen M. Harwanko
Pauline Waller
Richard D.F. Martin
Jeannie A. Grimsby

Teacher of the Year
Outstanding Senior in Special Education Award
Outstanding Senior in Special Education Award
Outstanding Senior in Special Education Award
Dickerson Scholarship
Eddy Dalton Scholarship
Eddy Dalton Scholarship
Julie Simon Special Education Scholarship
Julie Simon Special Education Scholarship
Johnston Award
'
.
AmarA
National Association for Sport and Physical Education Award
Dean's Scholar Award - Kinesiology
Shrum Award
.
Outstanding Senior in Middle Grades Education Award
Outstanding Senior in Early Childhood Education Award
Beth Hefner Scholarship
Bushong Memorial Scholarship
Darrin Hill Scholarship
Neatrour School Teachers Scholarship
Neatrour School Teachers Scholarship
Dunlop Scholarship
Dunlop Scholarship
Godwin Scholarship
Godwin Scholarship/Dunlop Scholarship
Elsie H. Wigley Scholarship/Alumni Class of '35 Scholarship
Ora Y. Sharp Scholarship
Godwin Scholarship
Godwin Scholarship
Godwin Scholarship
Godwin Scholarship
Ora Y. Sharp Scholarship
Ora Y. Sharp Scholarship
Ora Y. Sharp Scholarship
Ora Y. Sharp Scholarship
Ora Y. Sharp Scholarship/Leann Whitlock Memorial Scholarship
Outstanding Senior in Secondary Education Award
Dean's Scholar Award - School of Education
Blankenburg Scholarship
Dean's Scholar Award - Psychology
Beverly Ann Osterhoudt Scholarship
Peggy Hanna Brooks Burruss Teaching Scholarship
Marie B. & Sannie B. Baird Scholarship
Anna McCarthy Teaching Scholarship
Jerry O. Haynes Memorial Award
Jerry O. Haynes Memorial Award
Outstanding Senior Psychology Student in Research
Outstanding Psychology Student in Service to the Dept. & the Community
Outstanding Psychology Student in Service to the Dept. & the Community
Outstanding Psychology Student in Service to the Dept. & the Community
Outstanding Psychology Student in Service to the Dept. & the Community
James J. Hart Memorial Award
James J. Hart Memorial Award
Perlstein Scholarship
National Business Education Award of Merit
Elizabeth Finlayson Award
Dean's Scholar Award - Bachelor of General Studies

CoKWatMCitiOKSi
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Scholar.

Bookstore

continued from page 5

behavior, chronic pain and other
ailments.
Seventeen percent of the people
asked about coping strategies said
religion is their main strategy. Sixty
percent of the women polled brought
up religion somewhere within their
response, and 30 percent of men did,
according to Koenig.
Within the 17 percent, threequarters involved a cognitive
relationship or understanding with
God in their answers.
Koenig's study also questioned
the level, on a scale of one to 10, at
which people rank religion in coping
with different problems. Forty
percent said 10, and only 5 percent
indicated religion hardly helps them
cope.
"When people get in trouble, they
start praying, especially when they
get into uncontrollably severe
situations," Koenig said.
Religion was found to lower
depression levels in hospital patients,
and people depending on religion
coped better.
Koenig presented ways in which
religion actually affects one's
physical health, saying religious
people often feel they have more
IAN GRAHAMJsenior photographer
support and are more willing to seek
Visiting
Scholar
Harold
G.
Koenig,
M.D.,
spoke about 'Religion,
medical attention and treatment if a
Aging and Health' Wednesday in Harrison Hall.
problem arises.
A study conducted at Dartmouth opinions of the presentation.
job of representing what he was
College found that after cardiac
Freshman Shannon Keller, trying to say, but I was not very
surgery, nonreligious people with
undeclared, said, "How drastic the surprised by the results because
low social support had 12 times the evidence was surprised me.
that's what I believe [health and
death rate of religious people with
"I thought his studies were very religion are related]."
more support.
interesting. It makes me secondCarla Ponciroli, a graduate student
Koenig concluded by stating, guess whether or not I should be
studying community counseling,
"Religion is good for your health." more religious, based on the death said, "Going into the counseling
He predicts healthier outcomes in rates."
field, it makes me realize how
questions of mental stability.
Freshman sociology major Carrie
important a focus on spirituality is in
Students had varied, yet positive, Tyson said, "His slides did a good counseling others."
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continued from page 5

Sophomore Justin Voshell's
backpack was stolen from the
bookstore last year. Voshell said he
was frustrated and upset, but he
didn't report the theft to campus
police or the bookstore.
"I didn't think they'd be able to
find the book bag," Voshell said. "It
wasn't really a big event.
"They should have some method
to check the bag and go back and get
your own bag," Voshell said.
"It's understandable to leave our
bags at the front door. I know it's
part of their shoplifting [prevention]
strategy. But they need to ensure the
security of our stuff there," Voshell
said.
Alan MacNutt, director of public
safety, said he did not see theft as
much of a problem in the bookstore.
"It's apparent to me the bookstore
staff keeps a watchful eye on things,"
MacNutt said.
"It doesn't hit me like it would if
[theft from the bookstore] was an
ongoing problem," MacNutt said.
Years ago, the bookstore had a
higher incidence of theft because the
cashiers' backs were turned to the
bag-drops, MacNutt said.
"The way they have it arranged
now has helped a lot," MacNutt said.

"The cash registers are on both
sides. There's a lot of staff where you
come in and out, so it's been a lot
better," he said.
Sarb said the purpose of the bagdrop is to prevent theft and increased
prices due to loss of retail.
"We try to reduce the losses so
we don't have to make it up
somehow against the honest
customers," Sarb said.
"We have a lot of incidents where
people have been apprehended of

n

attempts at theft or fraud. I'm sure
our instances are less than most other
areas of Virginia," Sarb said.
"The biggest fraud is kids
stealing from other kids and trying to
sell [the books] back to the bookstore
or other stores in Virginia,"
according to Sarb.
Bookstore staff is also concerned
with people bringing food or
beverages into the store is also a
concern.
"Last year, someone came in with
a Coke and spilled it on a keyboard
because they were knocked by
someone. If food got on a sleeve of a
sweatshirt, we can't sell it. We need
to prevent losses," Sarb said.
If someone's personal belongings
are stolen, it is handled on a case-bycase basis, Sarb said.
"Our general policy would be to
replace or compensate as best we
could to correct what happened,"
Sarb said.
"I've been here 10 years. I think
it's [bags have been stolen) happened
twice," she said.
The College of William & Mary,
Virginia Tech, University of
Virginia, George Mason University
and Old Dominion University also
have bag-drops.
"We don't have a real problem
[with theft]," Billie Buchanan said,
assistant manager of the bookstore at
W&M.
"We have pretty observant frontend cashiers and customer service.
The instances [of theft] are very
small, and it's not a matter that needs
further address than what we
currently do," Buchanan said.
Old Dominion University,
Virginia Tech, UVa. and GMU have
lockers available for students to
secure their belongings.
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Dart...
A we-still-get-hungry-after-8-p.m. dart to PC
Dukes and Dining Services for closing Dukes and
Door 4 Subs early on Friday and Saturday nights.
Sent in by students who still had a punch left on
Friday and couldn 't use it because everything was
closed.

Pat...

Evaluating Carrier Library

A congratulatory pat to our JMU cheerleaders for
their recent National Championship. It's nice to see
you athletes who devote your time to supporting the
school finally getting the recognition you deserve.
Sent in by a very proud Duke Dog. Go Dukes!

Today marks the beginning of National Library Library funding, according to Miller, has been cut
Week, a time for us to evaluate the qualities during the past five years,
and shortcomings of libraries, including our
We receive little money from alumni, and with so
own Carrier Library, from where we get our much money going to groundskeeping and other
Anappreciate-your-current-employment-status
funding and to where the library is headed in the future, extraneous areas, the library cannot afford the journals
dart to the 101 professor who claims he is "thankful
As of summer 1995, Carrier Library possessed about and books libraries at other institutions can.
just
to be a temporary employee at this authoritarian
But
don't
students
have
a
right
to
the
most
up-to-date
354,000 volumes, 210,000 government documents,
state [JMU]." Before you express your personal
17,000 audio visual items and 3,000 journals, according information?
According to Miller, in this change from an industrial views about JMU, its president and its Honor Code,
to Director of Libraries Barbara Miller.
to an information age, Carrier Library is know who is in your audience.
It is difficult to compare other
Virginia" schools whh JMU. The ". . . in this change working to alter its technology and
Sent in by two students whose already-low opinion
University of Virginia library holds ~
.
,
.,
access
abilities,
of you has dropped further.
more than 4 million volumes, according jTOm an industrial W To help schools like JMU, the Virginia
State
to a UVa. library worker, but UVa. has a n„ information
aQP
Legislature gave $5.2 million to _
in u,rri
un
C
doctoral program; JMU does not.
"" J
""
"6 > Virginia colleges and universities two fP|| J###
Mary Washington College is a state Carder Library IS years ago to set up a research-sharing
system between colleges, hoping to use
school without a doctoral program.
A job-well-done pat to Cristie Breen and Sarah
According to a Mary Washington library working to alter its electronic technology to satisfy the
need for information, Miller Alexander for the work they did on the Office of
worker, the library has about 300,000
technology and growing
said. The schools devised and set up a Sexual Assault Education Newsletter. Their
books. While this sounds comparable,
contribution to our department was truely
system within a year.
Mary Washington has only 3,800 access abilities.
Miller said the system, accessed appreciated, thanks for helping us "spread the word"
students whereas JMU has nearly
through CD-ROM, the Interlibrary Loan Program and about sexual assault education and prevention.
12,000.
Mary Washington will soon have fewer volumes Document Express, was not cheap, but "the richness of
Sent in by Hillary Wing-Lott, sexual assault
though, as it is going through a major weeding process. resources is exponentially greater" than what we would education coordinator.
Perhaps Carrier Library should do the same. How many be able to afford without it. She said hopefully students
times have students written papers containing research will soon be able to pull up all magazine and journal
articles right on their screens.
from books with 1950 copyright dates? >
Despite shortcomings, library employees seem to be
The truth is, JMU just doesn't have the money for a
doing
the best job with the money they are given, and
library like UVa.'s. Carrier Library gets its funding
A stop-yelling-about-the-menu dart to the guys
until
they
get more funding, JMU students will just
partially from the state, and then receives a
have to learn how to use the technology provided to get who recently took over the MENU recording at Dsupplementary amount from the administration.
hall. It takes twice as long as normal, and it isn't
Last year, the budget was $3.7 million combined, the most recent information.
even
close to being amusing.
according to Miller. This may sound like a lot, but with
Sent
in by D-hall patrons who would like to go
The
house
editorial
reflects
the
opinion
of
the
editorial
magazine subscriptions increasing 8 to 15 percent every
board
which
consists
of
the
editor,
managing
editor
and
back to the original MENU format.
year and tuition rates and state funding steady or
shrinking, there really isn't a lot of money to go around. the opinion editors.

Dart...

Dart...

Editorial Policy

Karen Bogan . .. editor Kara (Metres . .. managing editor
Laura L. Wade .. . opinion editor Jeffrey Ward . . . asst. opinion editor

Breeze

JAMES

MADISON

UNIVERSITY

Letters to the editor should be no more than 500 words, columns should be no more
than 800 words, and both will be published on a space available basis. They must be
delivered to The Bre«e by ntxm Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Br«re reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in tins section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper,
this staff, or James Madison University.

Pat...

A thanks-for-being-jailbirds pat to the faculty who
contributed in the Heartland Lock Up, as well as J.
Willoby's Roadhouse and CFW Cellular. With your
help, we raised more than $1,500.
Sent in by JMU students from Camp Heartland
who had a great time hanging out in jail with you.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Proposed curriculum limits choice;
students must pursue own interests
To the Editor:

As concerned students, we are writing to respond to the
proposed objective for the General Education curriculum. The
committee has developed a program consisting of five "clusters"
of objectives. These objectives will replace the current disciplinebased program.
Liberal studies, as we have known it, has provided the
opportunity for students to explore various fields of study. Many
students who enter JMU without a major may find an area of
interest simply by completing a requirement in a particular
discipline.
We have the freedom to choose courses among various areas
based on our interests and preference. If the committee
implements the "cluster" system, "packages" of courses will
replace individual choice.
This program directly affects the education we receive.
Students would now be relegated to a checklist of objectives
rather than learning and growing through critical thinking and
individual pursuit.
While some objectives are all-errcompassing, many are trivial
and demeaning to both students and faculty.
Is it really necessary to include a class in a "cluster"
indicating that students demonstrate the ability to "manage lime
efficiently?"
Even more insulting is an objective that emphasizes acting
responsibly in cultural and artistic events as an audience member.
In an institution of higher education, we assume students have
mastered this elementary behavior level.

A broad-based liberal education requires a student explore
areas previously unknown and draw new conclusions. In
addition, these courses supplement a professional track with
critical thinking skills and cultural, artistic and scientific
knowledge.
The liberal studies program is not only beneficial but
essential; a checklist of objectives will simply not work. Students
must be encouraged to pursue individual interests and treat their
general education as it should be. It is an avenue for personal
growth as well as professional success.
We urge the General Education Committee to consider the
interests of the students. Spoon-fed objectives defeat the purpose
of a broad-based general education.
Amy Smith
senior
English

Sandra Talarovtch
senior

geology

Power to vote not utilized by many;
take responsibility, make a change
TotheEdHor:

Are you a registered voter?
Do you actively participate in voting in local and national
elections?
Unfortunately, not many JMU students can answer yes to
both of these questions.
Our generation has been pegged with having an apathetic
attitude toward politics. We as students need to correct this and
realize we can have a strong and powerful voice if we take
responsibility and vote.
Too many students complain about the state of the economy,
current politicians and local problems, but they do nothing to
change it.
If we as Americans all had the idea that we cannot really
make a difference, what would be the point of liberty and
democracy?
As part of a study for a speech communication class, our
research group surveyed 85 random JMU students about voter
registration and voting. Out of these students, 58.8 percent were
registered, but only 30.8 percent of them actually voted. What
good is it to be registered if you do not vote?
We realize this survey was small and may not be completely
representative of the student population, but our results do not

differ greatly from statistics of other students in our age group.
If you wish to motivate yourself and actually take
responsibility, here is some information on how to register and
receive absentee ballots:
• You can register to vote at the local post office, library.
Department of Motor Vehicles, election office or other public
agency.
• You must be 18 years old and a U.S. citizen. If you have
questions, call your local election office.
• If you are registered and wish to vote while away at school,
you can call your local election office about two months before
the election. They will send a ballot that can be returned through
the mail.
Please take this information into consideration. Apathy only
leads to ignorance.
Do not let yourself fall into the category of the uninformed,
lazy, apathetic college student. Stand up for your beliefs and be
counted.
Carmen Hazard
sophomore
accounting
and four others

Breeze editorial board has liberal bias;
Dole, conservatives attacked for age
To the Editor:

The April 11 Breeze house editorial on age in politics was
yet another glaring example of the editorial board's liberal bias.
It has always been my impression that the journalist's goal was
to achieve objectivity. However, throughout this year, I have
kept a running tally on the opinions presented by The Breeze
editorial board. It has become apparent to me that objectivity is
not part of their code of ethics.
In the most recent example from the April 11 issue. Bob
Dole and many other conservatives were indirectly attacked
because of their age. The editors made a vain effort to be neutral
by mentioning one liberal, Ted Kennedy, with the "age issue"
but it hardly compared to the time they spent subtly bashing
some of the most respected conservative leaders in government
today. I won't even mention the blatant slam the cartoonist made
against the Republican nominee.
In addition, their veiled promotion of Clinton as a younger
man that "should be there to introduce fresh ideas to approach
old problems" reflected The Breeze's long-standing ideological
stand with fellow liberals.
The editorial board doesn't seem to understand politics is not
about age, but instead is based on ideological differences.
Clinton's medical profile does not compare with Bob Dole's.
Despite Dole's age, he is still is in better overall health than "Big
Mac Bill," with better fat and cholesterol counts, among other
factors.
It is time America and the editorial board understand age is
not an issue in this election, and it is time to focus on the
ideological differences between the presidential candidates.
The little substantial knowledge the editorial board has about
politics is merely a manifestation of the liberal agenda that
permeates the entire campus. As previously mentioned, the board
is actively engaging in bashing conservatives, promoting
outdated social engineering programs such as affirmative action,
and trying to incite students to rise up against any conservative,
like Charles Cunningham, who dares share conservative views
about campus issues.
The editorial board is so far out in left field, they have on
occasion even opposed poster boy Bill Clinton, for instance,
when he supported V-chip TV regulations.
One has to wonder bow much these extreme left views
permeate the other Breeze staff members who look to these
students as journalistic leaders? One has to wonder if these
leaders have had a hand in the typical poor coverage of
conservative events?
I can only challenge the editorial board, as leaders of The
Breeze, to take some of my thoughts into consideration as they
strive to serve the student body with accurate and professional
reporting. If they refuse to commit to such professionalism then I
would ask them to honestly acknowledge their bias leaning
toward the liberal left.
Integrity demands the student body understand what type of
slant our school paper promotes. With the presidential elections
touching the lives of all Americans, this is a particularly
significant issue. Finally, I would hope all students understand
these questions must be answered in order for healthy ideological
discussion to occur on our campus.
Gary Marx
Vice Chairman

College Republicans

Different races
should join for
common goals
Well, the semester is almost over, and it's time to start
preparing ourselves for exams. I can say that the year has had
ups and downs for many students, including myself (not just
speaking academically).
I commented in an earlier column about the social atmosphere
here at JMU and how it is somewhat divided. According to a
survey taken by the Inter-Hall Council, the majority of the
campus agrees.

A Minority
View
— Chris Carter
So, making a first year social recap on JMU, I can only say I
hope next year will be a better year socially.
I guess looking at the one big race issue that occurred during
this academic year would be a logical place to start because,
convincingly enough, it played a factor in JMU's social
imbalance.
The proposed bill to abolish affirmative action on campus by
some Student Government Association officers was an issue that
immediately dampened the hope for a better social community;
in my eyes, it was generally a white versus minorities conflict.
Opinions" were plentiful, voiced at SGA meetings or voiced
through print. A lot of people remained neutral about the issue,
but it's an issue that needs to be discussed. I am not going to
discuss my views of affirmative action because there's only one
thing that comes to mind when I think about it — equal
opportunity. Enough said.
I'd like to pose a question to the public. Does anyone know
why there's so much segregation on campus? And it's not even
by force!
I will honestly say that I, too, am guilty of interacting almost
entirely with African-Americans.
How does this
help our community
learn of or from each
other?
I'm not talking
about
seeking
knowledge about
each other through
history books.
It looks as though
maybe the only
solution would be an
idea from a movie
I've seen.
BRYAN KtHGmimffarthi
A student in the
movie "Higher Learning," directed by John Singleton, organized
a Peacefest that enabled everyone to come together and see how
knowing each other is helpful to bettering our communities
socially.
Maybe JMU needs an event like that to open everyone's eyes,
including my own, to see that self-segregation is only drawing us
away from each other and pushing us further back to how it used
to be during the days of segregation.
Closing out my freshman year at JMU and looking back at the
social aspect of this campus, I can say that it has been a learning
experience.
Seeing and hearing the harsh realities of some people's
thoughts on important issues such as total equality has ignited me
to amplify my voice in my columns.
Our social level at this point is not acceptable, and it goes
deeper than the issues that arise on campus. We are all God's
people, and his people are equal. Don't be afraid to reach out to
another of a different color.
Color is only skin deep. We all have the same insides,
including a heart.
There's plenty of hope for JMU to have a community of high
interracial interaction.
The sun may set, but it rises again. We're in this world
together.
Peace to you, God's children.
Chris Carter is a freshman sociology major.
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If you haven't told your
family you're an
organ and tissue donor.

Still Looking fo^ Somewke^e

you're not.
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To be an organ and tissue
donor, even if you've signed
something, you must tell your
family now so they can carry
out your decision later. For a
free brochure on how to talk
to your family, call

1-800-355-SHARE
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Call Olde Mill
Village soon!

TARGET
your
advertising
dollars!

Olde Mill Village
AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)
AMENITIES GALORE:

SLH
COLDUUeU.
BANKCRa

The Breeze caii help you
reach 12,000 students
and 1,500 faculty and
staff!
Call 568-6127 for more
information on advertising
in The Breeze.

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

432-9502

• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.

Call Barbara today and see how easy and affordable off campus housing can be.
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Education can
America's responsibility to
global economic development defeat racism
It is not enough to merely allocate funds to nations in need...
When one thinks of conflict around the globe, one usually
associates it with Bosnia. However, there are other, perhaps
more threatening, conflicts raging throughout the world. One
hot spot in particular is Africa. The ongoing civil war in
Liberia, on. Africa's west coast, escalated Thursday to the point
that the U.S. embassy was raided by armed civilians who had
to be repulsed by U.S. Special Forces.

For several weeks, the U.S. government has instructed
Americans and others living in the war-torn nation to evacuate
the country as soon as possible.
As it now stands, anarchy and street violence reign supreme
in the capital city of Monrovia. Tribal militias comprised of
armed youths roam the streets and loot local businesses, and no
one is powerful enough to hold it in check. The Nigerian West
African peace force, designated to attempt to preserve some
semblance of order in the city, has offered no resistance to the
wave of pillaging.
The Clinton Administration decided Thursday to send the
amphibious assault ship USS Guam and the destroyer USS
Connolly from the
Adriatic Sea to the
Liberian coast to
prepare for what the
Clinton
Administration
called "a worst case"
scenario, according
to the April 12
Washington Post
All of this poses
the question: What is
America's
responsibility to
Africa? The United
States has taken a
hands-off approach
to the continent in
recent
years
following the failed
mission in Somalia,
which dealt with
circumstances
similar to those in
Liberia.
However, the
United States now
finds itself in a
precarious position,
that of being the
world's only military
and
economic
superpower. With
this position comes
the responsibility of
aiding in the preservation of peace and economic development.
No single region of the world is in need of this aid more
than Africa. The sub-Saharan nations of the continent only
found freedom as little as 15 years ago and have struggled to
establish themselves economically.
The sub-Saharan nations have, with few exceptions,
struggled with internal political problems and have not focused
on establishing themselves economically. Some of these
nations, like Mozambique, have found themselves distracted by
continuous revolution and rebel terrrorist activity.
With the help of the United Nations, some countries, such
as Zimbabwe, have begun to establish themselves as economic
forces in the region, but most others are lagging far behind.
In Liberia and nations like it, development is nearly
impossible because tribal warfare and the of the lack of a stable
government. Many factors, such as labor, land and natural
resources, are already in place but cannot be used because of

M

the absence of a stable government.
The general approach to this problem has been to throw
money at it, by way of the United Nations' International
Development Association and the United States Agency for
International Development This does not meet the needs of the
countries involved. This money simply gets misappropriated or
mismanaged by corrupt governments.
A more appropriate way of handling the situation would be
to address the root cause of the problem: the unstable
governments. How can a nation, regardless of how much
money it is given, be expected to right itself without the proper
framework in which to do it?
The United States and the United Nations must actively
promote stability before handing out the foreign aid checks.
This can be done in the same way we have done it in the past,
by rewarding those governments which are stable and
democratic. This tactic was used with Yeltsin's government in
Russia by rewarding him with billions of dollars in foreign aid
and grain credits.
One may ask: What does the future of Africa have to do
with the interests of the United States? A lot. In a world
figuratively growing ever smaller and more economically
interdependent, the economic ability of all nations is important
to all others.
Africa controls many natural resources, such as gold,
diamonds, copper and cotton, all of which are vital to the
functioning of a stable economy. The distribution of these
resources is dependent on a stable government in the nations
where these resources are located.
It may seem foolish, in these isolationist times when many
Americans decry
—
the United States'
involvement in the
U.N., to advocate a
plan that would
require the United
States to take a
more active role in
international affairs.
However, in the
long run, the
political stability of
all nations will be
inherent to the
economic stability
of the world.
Isolationism has
already
been
proven, in the
1920s, not to be the
answer. While it
may
appear
benficial for the
United States to
scuttle
its
responsibilities
elsewhere,
the
American economy,
or
any
other
economy, cannot be
self-sufficient.
Military
no
Source: Encyclopedia Americana superiority
longer determines
ALICIA HOOD/5(B#flr/«/which

nations wj),

be powerful. The modern standard is economoc ability. By
investing in African development, the United States invests in
its own economic future by establishing global trading
partners.
The United States and the United Nations have a
responsibility to promote economic development in Africa as
well as the rest of the world. In order to ensure that the global
economy will be strong in the future, all nations of the world
must be brought to the same economic level.
It is not enough to merely allocate funds to nations in need of
economic development. The United States and the United
Nations must instruct developing nations about the techniques
used to promote economic growth while promoting the
political stability of these nations.
Jeffrey Ward is the assistant opinion editor and a freshman
mass communication and political science major.

I want to address some issues concerning the editorial on
the policy of affirmative action in the April 1 issue of The
Breeze. My statements do not represent the views of Inter-Hall
Council or any members on my committee. I take full
responsibility for my views in this column.
I became chairperson of the affirmative action committee of
IHC November, 1995 when it was first created. The existence
of the committee was a direct result of the controversy that
arose from the debate on affirmative action.
As the weeks passed, we (the committee) eventually worked
as one cohesive group. We produced a survey, distributed that
survey to more than 200 students, compiled the results and
released the results to 77K Breeze. I am very proud of what my
committee has done, and I thank them for their time and
patience during the past few months.

Guest Columnist
— Mat McCollough
My committee ran an information session April 3. I must
confess, I had concerns about the event. Each committee
member was placing his or her reputation on the line, and for
me, it was a very uncomfortable feeling. This information
session was something extra the committee decided to do to
educate and inform the public.
Our job should have ended when the results of the survey
were produced. Why did the committee sponsor the information
session if we were not obligated to hold one? Because not
enough students are educated on the issue of affirmative action.
Great racial tension resulted last fall because students lacked
knowledge about affirmative action. The racial tension was
unnecessary and could have been avoided if the students had
researched the topic. Affirmative action is a very delicate issue
to discuss, and I was determined to prevent any racial tension
from developing at the session.
I had one other goal for this information session. I wanted
to promote a sense of social harmony among all ethnic groups.
When the controversy of affirmative action developed last fall,
it drove some ethnic groups further apart from one another. Not
too many people were seeing eye to eye. I was disheartened to
see how one issue could divide so many ethnic groups.
From my perspective, there is not enough interaction
between the different ethnic groups. This is unfortunate because
we are not that different from one another. We might be of
different races, but beneath the surface of the skin, we are all
human. We can all relate, it just takes time and effort.
Individuals who only interact with one ethnic group are
really missing out. They don't allow themselves the wider
spectrum of friendships, and that's a shame. Social harmony
among the different ethnic groups will not occur overnight, but
it will increase gradually if we do one thing: We must learn to
give our unconditional trust to one another. Why our
unconditional trust? Because that's the foundation of all
friendships.
When friendships develop, an understanding is formed
between individuals. That understanding between different
ethnic groups actually promotes social harmony. However, first
we must open our hearts and reach out. and I emphasized social
harmony throughout the information session.
The information session Was highly successful, even though
only a small group attended and only three administrators
spoke.
I realize I'm putting myself out on a limb by writing this
editorial given the controversy this has created in the past. 1
knew I could have either made a positive or a negative impact
at the information session. I understood perfectly that the
information session was a win or lose situation.
To be honest. I faced all of those challenges because I care
too much. I wanted to repair some of the damage the last
affirmative action debate caused. Instead of growing further
apart, we must come together as one community of students.
Remember, I was not alone in this struggle for social
harmony. 1 have six other friends who are striving toward the
same goal.
Only a few individuals need to be educated so they can tell
the greater majority the actual facts about affirmative action. If
they do that, my committee and I did our job, and we did it
well.
Mat McCollough is a freshman political science major.
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Full Size Washer & Dryer
in Every Apartment
Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
• Double bed in each bedroom
• Full size washer and dryer
• 5 Telephone hookups
-one in the kitchen
-one in each bedroom
• 5 Cable hookups
-one in the living room
-one in each bedroom
• Built in microwave oven
• Patio or balcony
• Free Water and Sewer
• Free trash pick-up
• Full-time maintenance

PIZZA HUT/JMU BASEBALL
PIZZA COUPON

Medium three topping pizza
or Speciality pizza

Office Hours
Mon. - Fri. 8:30 - 5:00

Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600
and get off
campus
this fall!

^6<,

COMMONS

Second medium of equal
or lesser value for $5 more

/

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.

saved these

Bill Nave

kids from drowning, but he's
not a lifeguard.
Verleeta Wooten found
several new stars, but
she's not an astronomer.

And Ivan Ned put out

a lot of fires, but he's
not a firefighter.
These are teachers. But to the
kids they reach, they're heroes.
'^|ATM.

Photos: Robin Sacks

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call 1-800-45-TEACH.
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Party with Lombardi
by Liz Sinunu
contributing writer

On a
warm
spring day,
students
came out
to listen
and dance
to their
favorite
bands and
help raise
money in
what is
becoming
a hot ticket
atJMULomhardi
Gras.

What does cancer research and a
goup of bands have in common?
When il is a sunny day full of
students on Godwin Field, it is
Lombardi Gras — six hours of fun
and music benefiting the Lombardi
Cancer Research Institute.
This event, which took place on
Godwin Field yesterday from noon
until 6 p.m., featured four bands:
Everything, Slackjaw, the the j in
mary and Puddleduck. Alpha Kappa
Lambda fraternity, along with
University Program Board sponsored
the event. Local Harrisonburg
jeweler James McHone also helped
sponsor the event.
Junior J.R* Wycinsky, president of
Alpha Kappa Lambda, said the event
was a joint effort between Alpha
Kappa Lambda and its corporate
board, which consists of Alpha
Kappa Lamda alumni and fraternity
officers.
Alpha Kappa Lambda 1992
alumni, Brian Stewart, who was
diagnosed with kidney cancer in
September 1994 and is very active in
cancer research added input to
lanning of the event.
He said Alpha Kappa Lambda's
ultimate goal is to help with a bigger
type of Lombardi Gras in
Washington, D.C., organized by
Stewart in May with a headline band
like Dave Matthews Band or Hootie
and the Blowfish. It would give
Stewart the ability to raise and donate
even more money to the Lombardi
Cancer Research Institute.
Wycinsky said, "[Alpha Kappa
Lamda] is basically running the
entire thing . . . ticket sales, setting
up and getting the bands on and
off."
Though this isn't Alpha Kappa
Lamda's main philanthropy, their
goal is to raise and donate $3,000 to
the Institute. All the money from the
tickets, which were $8 for students.

KYLE BUSS/senior photographer

(I to r) Seniors Megan Relnertsen and Monica Neel, and junior Sheri Krickovic dance to PuddleDuck.
went to the institute.
Having such well-known, local
bands play was a very large draw.
Wycinsky said they were able to get
Everything to play at a discount
because the lead singer is an Alpha
Kappa Lambda alumnus.
"They were kind of our headliner
from the beginning," he said.
"Everything is a step above the rest."
Everything ended the day playing at
the end of the benefit for about two
hours.
Craig Honeycut, lead singer of
Everything and a 1992 Alpha Kappa
Lambda alumnus said the fraternity
just called up and asked them to do
it. He said it was for a good cause, so
they agreed to do the show at a
discount.
Tad Fletcher, the bass player for
the j in mary said it was a "good
cause and a good time."

Chris Gough, who sings for the
the j in mary, agreed. 'It's always
good to do something. It's a good
time, a good cause, and you get good
exposure." Paul Bailey, a member of
Slackjaw said they decided to play
because it would be fun. He said the
day was really good, and they hope
to do this again next year.
The whole idea for the benefit was
formulated by Stewart and some
friends after having a party at their
apartment with a band. Soon, they
came up with the idea they could
charge admission and raise money
for a good cause. Stewart said, "The
scope kind of magnified,"
culminating with a possible concert
in Washington, D.C., in August. He
also hopes the concert in
Washington, D.C., will become an
annual event.
As for the future of Lombardi

Gras at JMU, junior Alpha Kappa
Lambda member Teddy FoUcman
said it will now be a yearly event.
"It will be bigger and belter than
ever, with more stuff besides bands,"
he said.
Sophomore Shannon Hendrixson
said, "It's a fun day for a good cause.
I like the bands, and it's another
excuse not to do work in the spring."
Many were very happy with the
nice day and the amount of people
who came out. Sophomore Sarah
Matthes said, "It's a great day for
JMU bonding. Everyone's out here
having a great time, and it is good to
see such a good turnout for such a
good cause."
Overall, the reaction was very
favorable to the whole event.
Sophomore Shannon Clements
summed il up when she said, "It
rocks!"

Theatre II shines the spotlight on AIDS
by Chritina Bertelli
contributing writer

REVIEW
Imagination, energy and confusion
filled the air in Theatre II Thursday
through Saturday. "The Baltimore
Waltz," put on by Stratford Players
and JMU school of theatre and dance,
provided food for thought with its
obscure plot and use of exaggerated
humor in addressing AIDS, typically a
sober and depressing issue.
"I saw the play for the first time in
Richmond in '94 and didn't understand
it myself," artistic director Fred Hawck
said. Driven by curiosity, Hawck
bought a copy of the script.
Cast member and alumni Kelly
McFall said working with such a
complex plot involved continually
looking at it from different levels "and

yet we still had to clarify it. I traumatized brother and sister, and
probably discussed this play more the sister, Anna, encountered petty
than I have any other script I've ever acts of discrimination. In addition, a
worked with."
mysterious man who represented
According to Hawck, playwright Carl's homosexuality followed the
Paula Vogel wrote "The Baltimore two siblings and w. All this happened
Waltz" as a tribute to her brother who to her as she dealt with the reality of
died of AIDS.
her brother's homosexuality and
Vogel depicted herself as Anna, an terminal illness — that was the twist.
elementary school teacher who falls
One of the many unique aspects of
asleep in the hospital waiting room this play was a cast comprised of just
and dreams her brother Carl dies in three people. Former JMU students
his sleep.
Shannon Collins and Kelly McFall
With much anxiety, she dreams worked together with freshman
she has Acquired Toilet Disease, a Vince Terlep.
fatal illness she contracted from her
"I think its much, much easier
elementary school classroom toilet [working with a small cast] because
seat.
the stakes are that much higher when
In her dream, she and Carl make a you're on stage knowing that you're
sojourn to Europe as a final wish not going to blend into the crowd and
fulfillment. The anything-goes that the audience's focus won't be
atmosphere of a dream provides an split," McFall said.
ideal forum for Vogel to parodize
Collins, who played The Third
AIDS discrimination and to Man, juggled an incredible 12
dramatize the confusion and struggle characters. Not only did she make
involved in such a life crisis.
30-second costume changes, she also
The doctor hurled nonsensical, made role transitions from a French
elaborate medical language at the garcon to a Dutchman to a German

• t. .••

bellhop, all with accurate
mannerisms and accents. She was
definitely the main source of
laughter throughout the play.
Technical director James Little
said his job was challenging
because "there were so many sound
and light cues, and, since
everything is visible, it all had to be
choreographed."
The music played a key role in
developing the mood. The songs
"Dream a Little Dream" and the
theme song from the television
show "I Dream of Jeannie"
supported the dream theme while
"Dr. No" from James Bond added
to the satirical, yet suspenseful
atmosphere.
In contrast to the version he saw
in Richmond, Hawck directed his
play with several differences. The
Third Man's changing character
was easier to identify through the
costume changes that were done on
stage.
"It was actually the suggestion of
my professor who was also my

adviser he said when you encounter
technical challenges, it's better not
to try to hide them," Hawck said.
Hawck's alterations provided the
audience with more visual aide in
deciphering the characters and their
environment.
This could be seen as helpful, as
the plot was disjointed to begin
with. However, it may have taken
away from the playwright's
intention of completely baffling
viewers with respect to the identity
and whereabouts of characters.
By the end, I was completely
frustrated at not being able to
connect the haphazard plot until
finally, Anna woke up on the
waiting room couch, and I realized
it was all a dream — nothing was
supposed to make sense. I breathed
a sigh of relief.
Even though the play was
annoying when it continually
shifted from emotional to comical, I
went home having laughed a lot
and with something interesting to
think about.
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More than
500 people
turned out
to protest
violence
and
promote
social
change
by Sally Clarke
staff writer
he first things
they heard were
the sounds of a
gong, a whistle
and a bell. The
gong was struck
every
15
seconds
to
indicate that
somewhere in
the United States, a woman was being
battered. The whistle, blown every
minute and a half, meant another
woman was being raped in this
country. A bell rang about every 10
minutes, indicating a woman was
being killed by her husband or partner.
These created audible reminders of the
violence against women that is a
constant reality every day throughout
the United States, and in our own
community.
This intensity began Take Back the
Night, and the emotional level of the
night stayed high. The crowd was
made up of some students leaving Dhall, others who had heard about the
event and came to check it out and
those who were there to support
friends. They began to gather on the
commons Thursday around 7;30 p.m.
The event was organized for the
fifth year at JMU by members of
EQUAL and was sponsored by CARE,
the Women's Resource Center, PanHellenic Council and other campus
groups.
An estimated 500 students, faculty
and community/nembers attended the
awareness-raising event.
The program distributed explained
the motivation for the event. "We are
here for many reasons. We are here
because we are survivors of rape,
children whose mothers were abused
by our fathers, and friends of women
who have been sexually harassed," it
read.
"We are here because we refuse to
be silent and are ready to fight back . .
. . The night is ours .... Together we
will take it back."

The event was dedicated to the
memory of Angie Knowles, who was
killed by her estranged husband March
20, 1996. Junior JMU student JohnMichael Knowles, her eldest son, was
a speaker for the event.
The sponsors provided purple cloth
strips fpr each person who attended the
event to tie a knot for every person
they knew who had been a victim of
sexual violence. A frightening
realization repeated many times
throughout the night was the number
of knots each person had to tie in his or
her cloth. Four speakers started the
event, including Knowles, followed by
an open mike to allow anyone in the
audience to share a story or speak
against abuse and sexism.
After the speak-out, a candlelight
procession marched through campus in
honor of those who have died as a
result of violence and those who
continue to survive.
Hillary Wing-Lott, the sexual
assault education coordinator, was the
first speaker. She talked about the
personal stories of individuals who
become tragic statistics in the madness
of domestic violence and rape. She
also reminded audience members why
(hey were all there: to think about
those victims and then do what they
can to stop it.
"The pain of the journey of survival
is almost unreal," Wing-Lott said,
speaking of her own personal
experience with sexual assault and her
hopes for a safer world for her
grandchildren. She also discussed the
many available resources on campus
for those who need help dealing with a
violent act or want to help others.
Candy Ryman, a JMU graduate, has
worked with nearly every coalition
against violence to women on campus.
She currently works for the
Harrisonburg Department of Social
Services and for First Step, an
assistance network for battered
women.
She talked about the positive

changes she has seen at JMU since she
first arrived. Her junior year, she and a
small but dedicated group of feminists
"got together and got angry and
-screamed until somebody listened."
The group they formed was the
Student Coalition Against Rape. As a
result of pressure from SCAR, WirtgLott's position was created and she
was chosen as a full-time sexual
aassault education coordinator,
explained Wing-Lott.
The large number of people at the
rally both pleased and frightened
Ryman. The attention paid to the
problem is very encouraging, but it is
sad that the reason so many people
showed up is because they have been
affected by the pervasive violence, she
said.
She reminded those present that
everyone has some responsibility to
change things. "Anywhere you go after
you leave JMU, there is a need; get
involved ... especially with children,"
Ryman said, adding that April is Child
Abuse Awareness Month. Helping
young victims is the way to stop the
cycle of abuse, she said.
Maria Wessel, associate professor
of health sciences next presented a
humorous but chilling comparison
between the crimes of stealing and
rape and what it would be like if
victims of theft were treated like rape
survivors.
She illustrated how ridiculous it
sounds to say that someone who has
been stolen from should share the
blame for the crime; that by owning
desirable items, they asked for it, or
that they actually wanted to be robbed
and now just wanted attention. It's
shockingly unfair, she explained, the
way people who have been raped are
treated by our society and judicial
system.
Wessel also shared with the
audience statistics regarding the
frequency of attacks on women.
She said three out of four women will
be the victim of a violent crime in their

RICK THOMPSOWslaff photographer
The candlelight procession winds from the commons, across the
Quad and past Newman Lake, gathering people along the way.
lives. Ninety American women are
killed every week, and nine out of 10
are killed by men.
An estimated 12 million women in
this country have been raped, although
the actual numbers are much higher
due to unreported assaults, Wessel
said.
This list of numbers can become
overwhelming, even for those devoted
to the cause of activism for women's
rights. However, Ryman said enough
people working together can make a
change, as has happened at JMU
during the past few years in the
university's policies regarding rape.
The last planned speaker in the
program was junior John-Michael
Knowles. In a choked voice, Knowles
talked about his late mother and what

it was like to see her suffering at the
hands of his father. Ultimately, she lost
her life in the struggle to reclaim it and
protect her children.
Wendy Hackleman, a senior
nutrition major, said "One thing that
touched me the most was JohnMicheal telling his story. He was so
strong and effective..."
Knowles, said his reason for
speaking was not for sympathy, but to
let people know domestic violence
happens to real people. He asked the
audience to "look around. How many
people here at JMU [are hurting] but
are afraid to ask?"
Knowles said he always acted like
everyone else before, like nothing was
wrong. "But there were problems."
Someone reaching out to him or his
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RICK THOMPSONIstaff photographer
The crowd, estimated at 500 people by event organizer Courtney Sears, contains representatives of many
diverse groups on campus, from Greeks to activist groups.
"^— however, did not provide any
sponsorship for the event.
After the march was over and a
poem tiltled "The Club" by Mitsuye
Yamada was read, part of which says,
"I prayed for her/ that her pencil-thin
neck/ would not snap/ or his rage
would be unendurable. She held fast
for me..."
As the group slowly disbanded,
there
were reflective and cautious
Courtney Sears
event organizer expressions of hope. Junior Courtney
Sears, one of the, EQUAL members
mom might have saved her and the rest Jeanne Bott, who helped set up the
set up Take Back the Night, said she
of Knowles' family from this tragedy, event, said it was wonderful to see so
felt "beside herself."
he explained.
many women and men willing to
"[I was] just overwhelmed. It is so
Knowles thanked JMU and his speak. "It's amazing to watch them get
real and empowering to see this much
fraternity, Alpha Kappa Lambda/for up there and to see the strength grow community, which is not something
the support he has received.
that I feel very often at JMU.
as they tell the story. I'm so glad they
After Knowles' speech, about 10 all got up," Bott said.
"It makes me think that everything I
audience members went on stage to
have been working for and that my
Lianne DiMarco, a junior speech
share their own thoughts and communication major, was moved by
friends work so hard for is really going
experiences.
to make a change," she said.
the candlelight march, and said she
This was, for some organizers, the was glad she was part of it. "I think
Sears, Bott and the last few
most impprtant part about Take Back that you cannot be a woman in college
remaining EQUAL staff members
the Night — breaking the conspiracy today without being affected by [these
hugged and congratulated each other
of silence that allows these crimes to issues]," DiMarco said.
and, as they parted, told each other to
go on and make people afraid to speak
The first Take Back the Night took
be careful going home. Some promised
out.
to call each other to make sure that
place in Germany in 1973. As a
People shared many different kinds response to the rising numbers of they made it.
of stories — personal trauma of rape, attacks on women.
It was a pointed reminder the night
attempted rape, abuse, harassment and
is still not safe for anyone alone,
Most major cities and many college
the pain of a friend or family member campuses hold Take Back the Night
especially a woman. Wing-Lott
at the hands of an abuser.
annually. Every other Virginia college
stressed the many changes yet made
Each person who spoke added sponsors the event with funding
"The road is still long," she said. "It
power and meaning. Sophomore allocated for student affairs. JMU,
takes strength to reach out."

[I was] just overwhelmed. It is so real
and empowering to see this much
community, which is not something that
Ifeel very often at JMU.

s

Freshman Ann Waller, senior Jennifer Carpenter, junior Mike Gerber
and sophomore Katie Schauer explain the noises played throughout
Thursday's event.
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Calendar of Events
April IB - April 19

Net addre—: http://ihencomp.com/jms

ar & Grill
433-8537

Monday
April 15

Monday Madness
Free Pool after 9 p.m.
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Tuesday
April 16

tad

Ladies Night

IB-K
• I

jufi

The j in Mary
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18 and over

Thursday
April 18 '

Remre Lynn BeUdr
Slack La Rogers
Beit friends.
Gradmedtotether,}une6l993.
Killedtogether,)unel0,1993.
Whitewater, WI

The Grapes
special guest - Magraw Gap

If you dont stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

Friday
April 19

Bone Daddy

FRIENDS DONT LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

E

Mens
& Womens

Clothing
& Accessories

RARR-EE STATION
CATALOGUE OUTLET

Patio Sale
at the Warren Campus Center

Two days Only, 8:30am - 4:30pm

Friday, April 19th
&

Monday, April 29th

Don't forget
to check out our store
Don't Miss BAEME SMON Catalogue Outlet! for great spring fashions
The Best Quality Mens & Womens
and fantastic swimsuits!
Clothing & Shoes
at 1/2 OFF the regular price, Every Day!

HarrisOtlburg Market St. next to Kroger
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The King takes stage
Lear reflects post-modern influences
by Meredith Allen
staff writer
The versatility of Shakespeare's plays allows them to adapt
to any director's personal style and preference. One company
even staged Macbeth as two rival motorcycle gangs.
Also using directors' personal visions, one of Shakespeare's
other tragedies, "King Lear," will show in Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre April 16-20.
Termed as a "postmodern production," the costumes and
staging are influenced by different eras and periods.
The costumes, designed by faculty member Natasa Djukic
originally from, were based on Anglo-Saxon styles and modern
French and Italian designs.
Set supervisor and faculty member Phillip Grayson and
students Devin Strickland and Mike Raybould based their work
on the architecture of Carlos Scarpa. a Venecian architect. They
used a castlevecchio design that incorporates using space to
create a scene that "reflects everything," according to Professor
of theatre Tom Arthur.
Senior student director Alice Donohoe said, "It's a mixing
and meshing of various styles in a very directed way."
Directed by Arthur, "King Lear" is the mainstage 1995-'96
season finale for the JMU school of theatre and dance.
Last spring, during a semester abroad in Florence, Arthur and
Donohoe began preparing for the production by reading and
discussing "King Lear."
'To me, it's, the play with the most depth," Arthur said. "It
seems somehow, to be bigger than life... it is gorgeous and just
remarkable."
The rehearsal technique Arthur and Donohoe decided to use
was influenced by the Jeremy Wayland technique. This approach
involves the.,actors reading scenes into a tape recorder and
playing the lines back while simultaneously acting them out.
"It worked well in creating an ensemble atmosphere,"
Donohoe said.
The actors/also switched roles when acting out each other's

pre-taped lines. It helped them realize their mistakes.
"I really liked it because it forces you to realize when you
aren't working through the lines and where you need to get
engaged," senior James Pinkowski who plays King Lear, said.
Although he has directed and acted in many JMU
productions, it is unusual for a fourth-year student like
Pinkowski to play the role of Lear.
The part is commonly reserved for professional actors,
Donohoe said.
Starring in "King Lear" is also the first time Pinkowski has
acted in a Shakespeare play.
"I'm playing him as best I can — with enough understanding
that I can muster at my age," Pinkowski said.
Along with the other performers, Pinkowski had many
opportunities to develop his character because the cast has
rehearsed since spring break. Rehearsals ran seven nights a week
for three hours each.
"We practically live together," sophomore Kate McDermott,
playing the role of Goneril, said.
The long, frequent rehearsals did not diminish the cast's
spirit, though. 'They [cast members] have been really great to
work with," McDermott said. "There has been a lot of
camaraderie and a certain unity."
"King Lear" is a story about two families that engage in
similar power struggles between parents and children. The
timeless themes involving the characters' search for peace and
truth give "King Lear" universal appeal.
The directors have only omitted one war scene involving the
characters of Cordelia and a gentleman for this production.
With or without that one scene, Pinkowski expressed his
thoughts about "King Lear."
"I think it's the greatest play in Western literature. It's the
greatest play you could be a part of."
With aJAC card, tickets are $4 Tuesday and Wednesday, and
$5 for Thursday-Saturday performances. Tickets are $6 for the
general public. The show starts at 8 p.m. Call the box office at
568-7000 for advance ticket purchase.

R.C. WOODAlAJsenior photographer

Mixing it up with Cool Aid!
T.J. Johnson (left) and Jason Misterka (right) of the band Five Days harmonize on the tune "The Weight" by
The Band at WXJM's fifth annual Cool Aid concert last Friday.

JAMES MOmUSIstaff photographer
William Allan Jones Jr. proposes to Joy Richardson.

Student proposes
on talk show
by Kelley Blassingame
contributing writer
On Wednesday, the conference room at Entrance I in D-hall
was decorated with streamers and pink and blue balloons. No, it
wasn't another theme night — it was a surprise baby shower for
sophomore Joy Richardson.
Richardson's co-workers at Door 4 Subs, who said they "feel
like a family," wanted to do something to show their support for
her. Door 4 manager Melissa Ludholtz, a friend of Richardson's,
helped coordinate the shower. I couldn't have done it alone. r
had a lot of help," she said.
Pan of the help Ludholtz received came from Richardson's
boyfriend, William Allan Jones Jr. However, Jones had a
surprise of his own planned for Richardson. He said he "liked to
do unique things for (Richardson)" and thought the shower
would be a perfect time to propose to her. He added to the
surprise by contacting "The Gordon Elliott Show," which had
planned a show featuring surprise marriage proposals. The show
agreed to tape Jones' proposal to Richardson and fly the couple
to New York for the taping of the show.
Guests began arriving in the conference room around 7:30
p.m., awaiting the reaction of Richardson who was to arrive at 8
p.m. with Ludholtz. Among the guests were several of
Richardson's co-workers at Door 4. Door 4 employee Kelly
Jones said they were all looking forward to wishing their friends
well and had nothing but good things to say about the couple.
"They're always together. He waits for her after class ... We
always tell her how jealous we are," said- Kelly Jones, one of
Richardson's co-workers.
Richardson, who is now seven months pregnant is expected
to give birth around June 30. Jones is looking forward to
fatherhood and said, "I'll be sure to make sure my child has
everything he needs and everything he wants. I'll make sure any
shortfalls I've had in my life won't be in his."
Freshman Dawn Schraffenberger, Richardson's roommate
said, "I think Joy is going to make a wonderful mom because
she's one of the best people I've ever known. She's a real and
sincere person. She's taught me a lot."
Amidst the excitement of the couple's friends was the crew of
'The Gordon Elliott Show," setting up lights and microphones
and adjusting camera angles. Jerry Boyd, one of the show's
producers interviewed Jones prior to Richardson's arrival at the
shower. In the interview Jones said he'd never done anything
like this before and was really nervous about how the surprise
would turn out.
As the cameras rolled, Jones told Richardson how much he
loved her and wanted to be with her forever. He asked her to
begin forever with him at that moment and asked her to marry
him.' Following the romantic proposal, Gordon Elliott, via a tape
the crew members brought with them, congratulated the couple
and wished them a safe trip to New York. Richardson was
speechless. When asked how she felt, she replied with tears in
her eyes, "Happy."
At the taping of the show, Jones said he and Richardson were
"treated like royalty." The show paid for their hotel, room
service, and provided limo service to the taping and the airport.
On the show, more surprises followed. Richardson is an
adopted child and had been searching for her birth mother.
Jones, having been notified that Richardson's biological mother
had been found, called her and the show arranged for her to
appear on the show. According to Jones, when Richardson's
birth mother was revealed as an audience member, "the entire
audience jumped to their feet. Joy was crying, people in the
audience were crying ..." Following the reunion on the show.
Richardson's birth mother flew back to JMU. The show, titled
It's About Time You Married Me! is expected to air within three
weeks.
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Summer's Coming!
Registration Begins May 8

20 WEST WATER ST.
Downtown Harrisonburg
Open 11-8:00 Mon.»Sal. 12-5:00 Sun.

433-5550

Jesus Uzard, flail Of
»

#

Astro Nan, Killing

joke, mmMm&zm
Land moral

To Do ASAP:
Call for the University of Delaware's
Summer Course Registration Booklet(302) 831-4031
or
Read it and Register online!
access the World Wide Web
-http://www.udel.edu
-Learning and Research
-Special Programs

^Special Sessions

Smart move

NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED!
Service is never typical at.Ashby Crossing, it's outstanding, that's a promise. Our professional
staff will provide Vou with 24 hour emergency maintenence and special student services
that make your life easier. Move into a bedroom with your own lease and choose vour
furniture package or brine your own! We are currently matching roommates for fall 1996
and have subleases available for this summer. Call or fax us today!

Ashby Crossing

1235-F Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
C R O S -S-" I~N (i

phone: 432-1001
fax: 574-0073

•Quality customer service
•Individual leases
•Furnished/ Unfurnished apartments
•Free maintenance service
•Management team on emergency call 24 hours
• Volleyball and basketball courts
•Sports equipment available for checkout
•Double beds available
•Martthly newsletters and resident activities^
•UPS^copy,
*Ov
£*^,^Fy, and
emu fax
rax service

internet: http://www.uconnectcom/Ashby_CrosSing l^ftS^^ffl™^
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The /ma/ battle and good-bye
As one who has graduated once already, I
think I can offer some insight for those
ofjtpu preparing to leave this bastion of
higher learning. Graduation is a real hassle,
Ik'orse than registration.
The reason is the idiotic way graduation is
jn at JMU. Many schools, such as the
University of Virginia give graduates a week
ttf between finals and the graduation
ceremony. But not us; we have to cram for
finals, finish off our projects, coast through
fiiose pesky liberal studies classes, then
graduate the next day.
What we end up remembering is a blur of
all-nighters, excessive partying, abbreviated
goodbyes, graduation practice and entertaining
the relatives all in a few days.
I On the morning of my graduation, my
parents came to pick me up for breakfast at my
house to find me prostrate on the floor
surrounded by bottles, a few fellow graduates,
plus a couple of other random people I didn't
know. It was all a bit hazy, but my mom said I
looked like a rodeo clown at the ceremony.
Now, as a graduate student with experience,
I like to think I covered a bit of ground in these
columns this year. Sure Emily and I danced
around the major issues like Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers, but I don't regret that for a
minute. Heck, I caught enough flack just trying
to do low-brow obnoxious comedy. I couldn't
imagine what might have happened if we
actually wrote about some of those things.
Besides, did you really want my opinion on
such things as affirmative action, the
restructuring of JMU, JMU's role in the
community or G. Gordon Liddy? As if you
didn't get enough of that already.
I figured I'd let others handle the tough
topics, so we chose to talk about the things
college students really care about: dating, sex,
drinking, sex, fashion and sex. Sure, maybe my
columns aren't changing the world, or even
doing anybody any. good whatsoever, but we
got a few laughs out of it.
For those of you who value my opinion, and
you should, I'll summarize my thoughts.
Affirmative action: outdated and racist; JMU
shakeup: tough tacos for us; JMU/'Burg
relations: be nice to the hay seeds; Women in
the military: lock and load Butch; G-man: saw
him, not too impressive. There, no one can
accuse me of not tackling the tough issues now.
It's amazing how a silly column such as this
causes such a furor. It's like this: I always
thought The Breeze was a fine piece of work,
but just so vanilla, middle of the road,
politically correct and flat out DULL that I
decided to do something about it.
So I went for the flash, created a character,
took a hard line, embraced the controversy and
viola! — people actually read this thing, and
some find it funny.
Others didn't take it so well and were all
over me like a rash. But everybody has to be
interested in something. I never once used an
expletive (something too many students
consider "radical journalism"). It's much more
interesting to use innuendo and suggestion.
Someone said I pick on feminists too much.
Well, the reason is that they are soooo easily
offended. I find it amusing when someone gets
all riled up about stupid jokes. Since I'm
leaving, I might as well get in a few more;
watch this.
Some of you may have read the article about
the feminist gathering/rally aptly called ROAR.
Then you would know these charming ladies
based some of their performance pieces on
yours truly. I must say I am flattered and happy
I was able to provide them with such artistic
inspiration. I thought the skits were definitely
amusing, I know because I was there, within
their clutches, with a fake ponytail, a Gloria
Steinem T-shirt and some Birkenstocks.
Seriously, it is good to see somebody on this
mi HMMe

campus working toward positive change in an
organized manner (obviously I'm not).
Activities like the ROAR conference are good
examples of what planning and execution can
do.
I'm also glad to see the Take Back the Night
rally is still going strong. I may make sexist
jokes, but I don't condone sexual abuse.
Remember, I promote "old-fashioned" attitudes

The l995-'96 academic year is coming to
a close, and traditionally, that means it's
time to take stock of your life. For those
of us who are graduating, taking slock is
especially important because after four years,
we should have accomplished something.
Graduating or not, seniors have to make up
some spiel that sounds vaguely like a successful
plan for the future. It's important to make

— that includes respecting women.
Unfortunately, a few hammerheads around
campus haven't figured out how to stage an
effective protest, for example, the objections to
G. Gordon Liddy's visit.
Here was a chance for every liberal on
campus to spit in the eye of right-wing
America, and they blew it. There was an open
microphone, but everybody tossed him
softballs. No one even took a shot at ol' bullet
head. He strolled out of the Convocation Center
thinking he was all that and a bag of chips.
Then, there are the nimrods who write to The
Breeze every year to protest the Christmas tree
on the Quad. This insanity has been going on
for years. Read closely: the Christmas tree as
we know it is based on an ancient pagan ritual,
that has no real connection with the birth of
Christ. It's just a tree with colored lights! If you
would stop watching MTV and read a book
sometime, you might learn something.
Now, let us review some of the opinions I've
espoused throughout the year: I've tried to
convince men to consider traditional dating and
reinstitute chivalry, practically condemned
pornography, and advised men to consider
women's emotional sides and pay attention to
their specific psychological and sexual needs.
Doesn't sound so bad, does it? Too many of
my detractors focused on the
jokes and not the actual
content. But I
forgive you all.
You're still
young,and I
think some of
your skulls
may still be
soft.
I
must
also
bid
farewell to
my beloved
column-mate
Emily.
She's
become sort
of a sister to
me, the kind of
sister
you
abandon at a
bus station in
South America.
She's made a
few disparaging
remarks about
me in her column,
but that's OK. She's
just angry I never asked
her out. She's been working
me like a second job since day
one.

influential adults think you have some son of
direction in life.
I used to think college was about finding that
elusive treasure, a direction in life. Now that
I'm almost done, my direction is as muddled as
ever, so I've had to change my mind.
College is more than a place to find a career;
it's learning about life without consequences.
We're old enough to live away from home but
young enough to expect our parents to bail us
out when we screw up. Our parents are proud of
us for earning a degree, but part of the reason
for those goofy grins is that they know we're
soon to be on our own. Our diplomas give them
the right to put their checkbooks off limits.
How quickly things change. It seems like
just yesterday my mom parked me on the
doorstep of Weaver Hall and left me there to
live with a crazy kid from Jersey. How did we
get through it?
When we were separated from our families
for the first time, we did what came naturally
— we carved out new ones. And we made
friendships unlike any we'll ever make again.
It's sad to end my wild four years at JMU,
but no one wants to hear about that. This is
supposed to be my triumphant last column, so
to avoid falling into a bottomless rut and boring
the hell out of everyone,
I'll be my normal
sarcastic self and focus
instead on why I'm glad
to leave.
We've all heard
about the real world,
and the word is — it
sucks. However, a
positive thing for
me is there are
loads
of
people
who have
no idea I
wrote a
column
about
gender
issues.
That
means I
won't be
spending
my
weekends
trying
to
avoid
conversations
with drunk guys
who want to convert
me. No one will assume I
KEITH STEVENS/cwifr/fai/i/ifl artist

hate men, which is what people love to say
when a woman speaks up about anything, even
if it's something totally unrelated to gender.
They also won't assume I must be a militant
feminist or criticize me for not being feminist
enough. Someone once told me I couldn't call
myself a feminist (which I never did in the first
place) because 1 hadn't been present at the most
recent EQUAL meeting. Without all those
presuppositions, maybe I'll even get a date.
Another positive thing about the real world
is life slows down when a natural disaster like a
snowstorm hits and ice has coated every
available surface like an industrial lubricant. *
Here, we must have class, no matter how many
people have to break bones to reach campus.
Out there in post-JMU land, I can live
somewhere where I won't have to wear
snowshoes all the time or get sore toes from
trying to grip the sidewalk.
Maybe in the real world, I won't hear so
much complaining. People say JMU students
are apathetic, but that's just about Student
Government Association elections. If you want
to see JMU students stand up for their rights,
mess with something we really care about, like
food. Raise our meal plan prices or close a line
in D-hall, and we'll make some noise.
It will also be pretty nice to look in a
newspaper and not see Darts & Pats staring
back at me. It's a great idea, but it's just given
people a license to whine. If I never see another
paragraph of precious newspaper space devoted
to some tool who wants to complain because he
or she almost got run over while trying to cross
Main Street, I'll weep tears of joy. Whoever
almost ran over him is long gone.
Pats are nice because they give credit where
credit is due, but even they have been corrupted
by people who use them to get dates: "A pat to
the tasty bohunk who helped me take out my
trash. I'll be at the Dumpster around 10 tonight,
if you're interested." That's desperation.
However, Darts & Pats will stay because
they indicate the true nature of the JMU student
body. It's like a pot boiling over with people
torn by the dual hysteria brought on by lack of
sexual contact and pent-up righteous
indignation. Speaking of righteous indignation,
there were several subjects Matt and I were
dying to tackle but chose not to because of time
restrictions and death threats brought on by
Mart's strange desire to antagonize people who
already think he's a pig. He can't help it — he's
aimless without his dominatrix.
But because I got cheated out of my chance
to voice my opinion on those valuable themes,
I'll just give you a synopsis of what I would
have said.
Affirmative action: I'm all for it. If the
leadership positions at JMU and elsewhere do
not represent the population as a whole, people
will never accept diversity.
Traditional roles for men and women: Do
they still exist? Who cares? Life is how you
change it.
Gays in the military: "Don't ask, don't tell"
is crap. No one should hide his or her sexual
orientation to avoid offending someone else.
Riding the cotton pony: a disgusting phrase
that makes me want to tear out Man's eyeballs.
With all the valuable things Matt and I have
yet to say, it's sad the year is over and we have
to move on. Some people can't wait to leave,
but we all feel a touch of sentiment. We've
made friendships at JMU that were close
enough to be scary.
As women, we talked about everything with
our close friends. We laid open our
vulnerabilities and wore our hearts on our
sleeves.
We suffered from loneliness and heartache,
but we made up for it by partying really hard.
We made mistake after mistake, but we learned
so much more than just our social security
numbers.
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Opportunities are Exploding at:
Weplace people first

• Individual Leases / June or August Leases Available
• Washer/Dryer, Stove, Refrigerator, Dishwasher,
Garbage Disposal
• Unique Tri-level Design
• Fully Furnished

Now Hiring
for work in Washington, DC and the Virginia suburbs

12, 3, or 4 Bedrooms Available - only one of each left!
• Fully furnished - SOME WITH FIREPLACES

Full Time, Temporary & Permanent
positions now available:
Admin Assistants, Cierks, Customer Service,
Data Entry, Graphic Artists, Receptionists,
Secretaries and Word Processors

Please call for an immediate job interview

703-914-9100

afc*
Station

• 5 Bedrooms, 3 Baths
• Fully Furnished Units
• Individual Leases
• Only One Left!
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(That's just the price. Wait until you experience the multimedia.)
When \m hm a Macintosh' computer, vw're buymj soine of the most
advancednmhinwducapabilitiesvouC.UI|pmacompu SVNlibuth-m
stetw sound, video graphics and animation. Macintosh t, an easy way to
brin*yourwork m life And theres no better limt to start creating Ihatwurfc
ihan nRhi now Hecaie* we're often* special cunpiB ■ inp on selected
Macintosh computers and Apple' primers tilh the sight, sound and
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tour professors will be Mown awav too So visit us today, and
look info the power of Macintosh Tlie power to be vour best"

Now's a great time to pack a Mac;
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434-1173
Coldwell Banker
Contact Colleen Pendry

__ You won't believe your eyes.
L You won't believe your ears.

For further information visit
The JMU Computer Program
in the JMU Bookstore
Warren Hall • 568-3989

\

• Huge 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath Fully Furnished Townhouses
■ 1/2 Mile from Campus
- A/C, Stove, Refrigerator, Dishwasher, Garbage Disposal,
Seperate Utility Room with Full Size Washer and Dryer
- Only One Left!

7700 Little River Turnpike, Suite 300, Annandale, VA 22003
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The Washington Balalaika Society performed at the Russian festival Saturday. The group uses balalaikas,
horns, drums, domras and accordions to play music from Russia, the Ukraine and other Eastern countries.

by Angle Krum
focus editor
The commons wasn't the same
Saturday.
Instead of seeing students sunbathing on the hill or munching on
Door 4s subs, eyes and ears were
focused on the sights and sounds
covering the sidewalks and filling the
air. Students and community
residents were on campus in a
Russian state of mind.
A Russian festival was held for
the first time on the sunny commons
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Dedicated to
the rich cultural history of Russia, the
day's events were sponsored by the
department of foreign languages.
"It was an excellent experience for
students to be able to hear classical
Russian music by excellent artists."
said Elizabeth Neatrour. professor of
the Russian language and literature
department.
JMU has held several "Russian
days" for students, but the festival
was "broad-ranging," she said.
David Hudson of the Daily NewsRecord managed the event. The

(above/right) JMU sidewalks were filled with tables selling all kinds of
cultural arts and crafts such as matryoshka (nesting) dolls and handpainted eggs. Traditional Russian foods also called students and
Harrisonburg residents to feast their eyes on something new.

top photos contributed by Dave Hudson
bottom photos taken by Ian Graham

Ballet dancers Benjamin Cortez and Neeya Bird performed a pas de
deux to Shostakovich's Piano Concert No. 1 In Grafton-Stovall
Saturday. Bird Is an adjunct professor of ballet at JMU.

purpose of the festival was to bring
all aspects of the Russian society and
community to Harrisonburg, he said.
According to senior Kwan Lou,
JMU was chosen for the festival
because of its outstanding Russian
program. "It introduced the
community and students to Russian
culture," she said. "We had our
professors doing Russian cultural
things."
Eric Ruple, associate professor of
music and piano chair of JMU's
music department, brought the
essence of the Russian tradition to
JMU through his piano composition
of two Rachmaninoff preludes and
two other classical pieces.
Along with piano music, ballet
performances and lectures about
Russian art and politics, a 34member ensemble of the Washington
Balalaika Society performed classical
and folk music.
According to Neatrour, the
balalaika orchestra, dressed in folk
costumes, gave the audience an
excellent introduction to folk music,
and to an older Russian instrument

largely unknown to this country.
"I saw the audience's reaction,
and the performance was suited for
everyone," she said.
Lou, who attended
the
performance, said, "All the musj£,
was incredible. American people
were playing Russian music. They
played music from the Ukraine and
central Asia also."
In the afternoon, the Russian club
presented a fairy-tale theatre for
children in Taylor Hall.
In addition to the large number of
musical presentations throughout the
day, several displays were set up for
people to admire. Paintings, handpainted eggs and lacquer boxes,
jewelry, "matryoshka" (nesting)
dolls, Baltic amber and other
decorative items for sale covered
tabletops.
Scents of traditional Russian
foods called students to come out and
take part in the festivities as well.
Sophomore Mark Oates said he
enjoyed looking at some of the older
handcrafted materials and metal
works under the tent.
"The festival was definitely a
success," he said. "A lot of stuff you
read about, but it was exciting ^
actually see Russian" items and
culture.
Dr. David Park Curry, curator of
American arts at the Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts in Richmond,
spoke about the infamous imperial
Easter eggs of the Faberge"
Collection.
Neatrour said Curry's slides and
illustrations showed Faberge"
creations from shops in St.
Petersburg and Moscow, Russia.
The day ended with the showing
of the highly acclaimed Russian
film,"Burnt by the Sun," which tells
the story of one Russian family on a
single day in 1936.
"I don't know if I can say I know
more about the Russian people now,
but it definitely opened my eyes,"
Lou said.
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*500 X-treme Fun
College Incentive
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JMU

Plus, 2-Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care'
Available to all College Students!

II you're a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme lun, you can receive a
$500 Certilicate good toward the purchase or lease ol any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.'
Plus 2-Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care' which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance.
Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including
No Money Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required.'
But don't wait..this limited otter ends September 30,1996!
Call our toll-tree number or visit our web site today to obtain your tree $500 X-treme Fun
College Incentive Certificate.

The Official
Ring Company
for the
Class of 1998

Choose from a wide selection of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota
models including...
COROLLA

*

1-800-GO-TOYOTA
ask for "College"
http://www.toyota.coo/collego
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FROM WASHINGTON D.C. (BWI) TO:

London

from $235

Shannon

from $235

Frankfurt

from $265

Departures between June 20 and September.
ABOVE FARES ARE HALF ROUNDTRJJP BASED ON ROUNDTRIP
PURCHASES. FARES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
■ m

ADD S26S60 FOR TAXES/FEES. FARES VALID CERTAIN DAYS ONLY.
RESTRICnONSO'ENALTIES APPLY. CHARTER OPERATOR AIRWAi?
CORPORATION. CHARTER TRANSPORTATION VIA AMERICAN TRANSAIR.
OPERATOR/PARTICIPANT CONTRACT REQUIRED.

Airfares to over 150 cities worldwide!
PLUS

EURAILPASS SAVINGS!!
Buy a Eurailpass and save up to $30 on
travel backpacks. Railpasses issued on-the-spot!

Hostelling7 International Travel Network
AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTELS TRAVEL CENTER
1108 K Street, N.W. (3 blocks from Metro Center) ♦ 202/783-4943

International Hostel Cards * Student Identity Cards
Passport photos * Travel guides • Travel gear

Apml 16-18
9A.M. * 4p.M.
GRAITON STOVAII
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Telling a partner he or she may have AIDS
AP/newsfinder
news service
DAVENPORT, IOWA — Imagine
knocking on a stranger's door,
knowing that what you have to say
could change a life forever. The
message: "There's a possibility you
have been infected with HIV."
The news is rarely met with calm.
The recipient may cry, become
angry, be highly emotional or
grill you about the
unnamed person who
gave out his or her name.
It's information that by
law you cannot reveal. In
some cases, you may not even
know.
This is the reception that
disease prevention specialists at
the Rock Island, III., and Scott
County, Iowa, health departments
face when they carry out the
difficult, but important, task of stateregulated partner notification.
"It's very hard to say to someone,
'You've been named as a contact to
someone who is HIV-positive,'"
Roma Taylor of the Scott County
Health Department said of the
Partner Notification program.
"Some people get angry or hostile,
and it can be dangerous," Taylor
said. "It just kind of tears at your
heart. You can't do anything to make
it better. You just try to work with
them and keep them calm. You let
them vent their frustrations. They
have to get past that before we can
move on to the counseling and
testing."
Partner Notification programs in
Iowa and Illinois were created to help

HIV-infected residents notify sex
and/or needle-sharing partners of
their exposure.
For some, it is a lot easier than
informing their partners themselves.
Their identity is completely protected
by
the
health
department.

&<*
Notified individuals are not
given any information that may
identify the partners.
According to Taylor, the first
thing out of the notified person's
mouth is usually "Who gave you my
name," or "Who was that person?"
"Basically, we tell them that
information is protected by law, and
we cannot under any circumstances

share that information," Taylor said.
"Sometimes they get upset, but we
just try to focus in on them. We try to
keep the conversation on the person
we're sitting and talking to."
Infected people always have the
option of informing partners directly.
But if fhey can't, or won't, the
program is a good alternative.
People who get tested for HIV at
the Scott and Rock Island County
health departments are not required
to reveal their names. They are
identified by a code number instead.
According to Virginia Ryner,
infectious disease supervisor at the
Rock Island County Health
Department, "They retain that
number through the entire counseling
and testing time."
In Iowa, HIV-infected people are
not required to give their names
unless they want to participate in the
Partner Notification program. At that
time, they sign a consent form
saying they agree to allow
the health department to
notify their partners.
ioflarllS ^n'ytnen ^° tney £'vc tne'r
name, address and phone number
with the understanding that their
name will never be given out.
Taylor said, "It's a Class D felony
to break confidentiality, so, we have
something at stake. Not only do we
have our reputation, but we don't
want to go to jail."
The information is not kept on a
computer, and only one person in the
department has access to it.
Ryner said notified partners are
offered counseling and testing
services. However, they arc not

required to have their blood tested.
As soon as the counselor can verify
the partner has been notified, all
information relating to that person's
name or address is destroyed.
Wayne Alloway, a volunteer with
AIDS Project Quad-Cities, was
living in Arizona when he found out
he was HIV-positive in 1991.
He opted not to participate in that
county health department's Partner
Notification program because he felt
it was his duty to tell his partners
face-to-face.
"Learning you're HIV-positive is
a traumatic experience," Alloway
said. "There are many people that
don't give any notification because
they're afraid of what will happen to
them socially and sexually. They
keep it to themselves and never tell
anyone, which is extremely
dangerous."
Alloway also refused to use Partner
Notification because he did not know
many of the people with whom he
had sex. The one person he could

ff

identify and locate, he felt a duly to
notify himself.
"I didn't want a stranger to go up
and say. 'Someone you had sex with
has.tested positive.'"
The health departments will only
perform the notification face-to-face.
'These people become detectives in
trying to find out who named them,"
Taylor said. 'They're upset they may
be infected. They're angry because
we won't give them the information.
Once they get calmed down, they're
grateful that you took the time to find
them."
Taylor asks that people trust and
have faith in their health department
to maintain their anonymity.
^
"We're trying to break the chain
of infection." Taylor said. "It's
important to notify someone that
they've possibly been exposed, so
they have the same opportunity to be
counseled and tested. If infected,
they need good medical care and
need to take the precautions to stop
infecting other people."

• AIDS is the number one cause of death among \^
people between the ages of 25 and 44,
many of whom were infected as teens or in college.
Every 14 months, the number of infected teen-agers
in the United States doubles.

u

► Almost one in every four new HIV infections in the
country are under the age of 22.
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SPORTS
Dukes' scrimmage concludes spring practice
by C.Scott Graham
sports editor
While many JMU students
enjoyed Saturday's 70-degree
temperatures and sunny skies, the
JMU football team was at
Bridgeforth Stadium preparing for its
1996 season opener against
Shippcnsburg University — a game
only 145 days away.
The Dukes began the day with the
spring's final practice session,
followed by an offcnse-versusdefense scrimmage that lasted about
90 minutes.
jt 'fThis was great for us," JMU head
coach Alex Wood .said. "The spring
has gone really well for us; we've
been able to get ahead of some
things. So we were able to have a lot
of fun today."
One question mark for (he 1996
team that seems to be answered is
who the Dukes' starting quarterback
will be.
Willie Gonzalez, a junior
quarterback who transferred from
Georgia Tech before last season,
started the scrimmage with the firstteam offense, throwing for 103 yards
on I0-of-20 passing.
Gonzalez, who only threw seven
passes in 1995. saw limited action
last season as the backup to Mike
PETERHAGGABTY/stqffpholOgraphe
Cawley, JMU's career passing
New starting quarterback Willie Gonzalez fires a pass to running back D'Artagnan Townes Saturday.
leader.
and good presence."
Mike Masella. Masella threw the
Early in the scrimmage, Masella
"Willie played well today." Wood
Gonzalez said, "I just felt really only two touchdown passes connected with freshman running
said. "He got to see a good defensive comfortable in the pocket today."
Saturday's scrimmage, while back Wayne Bacon for a 64-yard
rush and held his composure in the
Gonzalez's apparent backup for connecting on 5-of-l I attempts for touchdown pass and later found
pocket. He showed some patience the 1996 season is redshirt freshman
130 yards.
junior wide receiver Samir Suleiman

Cheerleading squad wins
Division l-AA competition
by Whitney Lunsford
contributing writer
While most students were heading home for
Easter, the JMU cheerleading squad was in
Daytona Beach. Fla., for the National
Cheerleading Association competition.
The cheerleaders earned the first-place
trophy from the l-AA competition and the
second-place award from the entire field of 110
squads.
The JMU squad usually participates in the
Universal
Cheerleaders
Association
competition. But this year, that competition was
held during basketball season, and as
cheerleading coach Rickey Hill pointed out. the
first priority of the cheerleading squad is to
j&tsr for athletics. Therefore, the squad didn't
attend the Universal competition.
There are two ways a squad can qualify for
the NCA competition in Daytona. The first is to
participate in the NCA cheerleading camp. By
acquiring a certain number of points at the
camp, a squad can receive a spot in the
competition.
The second way a squad can qualify is by
sending a video of their routine. The taped
method is a more challenging process. The
JMU squad sent in a video tape and placed
second in the video competition, ensuring the
squad a spot in the competition.
On the day of the competition, April 5. the
cheerleaders were judged on partner stunts,
pyramids, tumbling, choreography, crowd
appeal and showmanship. The teams were
judged in a method resembling gymnastic
judging. There was an automatic two-tenths
point reduction for a fall, so it was paramount
the routine be letter perfect.
The JMU squad was the first of 17 to
compete. While competing, freshman Julie

ir*

Graves recalled looking out into the crowd. The
only person she said she could really see was
Hill. He was jumping up and down, and she
said she knew they were doing the routine well.
After each team competed, (heir scores were
flashed on a board. If the team's score was the
highest so far. the team advanced to the
winner's circle where it remained throughout
the entire competition.
Hill described the waiting as "nervewracking." Graves said the wait in the winner's
circle was emotional. As they waited for the
last squad to receive their scores, she recalls the
unified feeling of the JMU cheerleaders when
she said. "Our squad was totally one."
"[Hearing the announcement was] the most
exciting moment of my life," Graves said.
The JMU squad received a score of 8.176,
winning their division and receiving second
place overall.
Hill said winning the l-AA championship
was "a dream come true."
The future of the young squad is bright. Of
the 19 cheerleaders who competed, only eight
returned from last year. Three members of the
squad will graduate this year. Leni Suguilan
graduates in May, and Barry Slovikosky and
Dave Mills will graduate in December.
The squad owes its success to many people.
Hill said. Parents and alumni came to the
competition and were supportive.
Assistant coach Laura Ridolphi was
extremely helpful. A former JMU cheerleader,
she helped to keep Hill calm, the head coach
said.
Executive Associative Athletic Director
Brad Babcock was also very supportive. The
training staff. Gymnastics coach Roger Burke,.
men's basketball coach Lefty Driesell and other
coaches were also helpful and contributed to
the overall success of the squad.

for a 39-yard touchdown.
Freshman quarterback Greg
Maddox, who redshirted last season,
finished the scrimmage with 57 yards
on 4-11 passing.
Junior wide reciever Jay Jones
also had an impressive day
offensively, catching seven passes
for 80 yards.
The Dukes' first-team offense
struggled a bit during the scrimmage,
though, mostly because of several
key injuries.
Early in the contest, starting
sophomore running back Damon
Roberts sprained his ankle and sat
out the remainder of the scrimmage.
Wood couldn't comment on the
severity of the injury.
The offense also missed junior
running back Kelvin Jeter,
sophomore offensive guard Chet
Mitchell and sophomore offensive
tackle Carter Robertson. Junior wide
receiver Matey Brooks missed the
scrimmage because of his duties with'
the Dukes' baseball team.
"Our offensive line is fairly young
and still learning." Gonzalez said.
"As a result, we struggled at times.
"For the most part, though/the
offense has gotten better with each
practice. We're learning the routes
and concentrating
on
the
fundamentals, like pass-blocking," he
said.
Even though the offense had an
off day Saturday, it's the Dukes'
defense that was another major
question mark before the scrimmage.
see FOOTBALL page 31

Fun-loving Klaes takes
over leadership for
struggling lacrosse
by Steve TVout
staff writer
Every team seems to have its own jester,
the one light-hearted member who can always
make everyone laugh. For the JMU lacrosse
team, that person is junior attack Shelley
Klaes.
"She's a ham," senior midfielder Caryn
Habay said. "When things are really tense,
she will tell a joke to lighten up the situation.
It's been a real up-and-down season, and ihe
just knows how to keep everyone's spirits
up."
Assistant coach Danyle Heffernan said,
"She has a great sense of humor. The team
turns to her when things get rough."
Klaes said she enjoys this new-found
leadership role and believes the pressure helps
her on the field.
"I like to be relied on," Klaes said. •'It's
difficult sometimes, but the pressure just
pushes me further."
Klaes is a leader on and off the field, and
her teammates agree that when the pressure
level goes up. so does her intensity level.
"She is the one you look to, to score the
goals in tough games," Habay said.
The coaching staff feels Klaes will always
step up and take control when the team needs
her.
"Coming into this season, we needed
someone to take control," Heffernan said.

"Now we're looking to her to continue
leading the team."
Klaes realizes what is expected of her and
isn't afraid to put it all on the line.
"In the crunch time [head coach Jennifer
Ulehla] expects me to be smart and make
good decisions and keep everything under
control." Klaes said.
Heffernan recalls a recent game against
Dartmouth College where Klaes proved
herself to be a true leader.
"She became emotional," Heffernan said.
"She demanded the ball and took it to the
cage."
Klaes racked up four goals that game and
led the Dukes to an 8-5 victory over the Big
Green.
Klaes has done that often this season,
leading the team in scoring with 22 goals in
12 games and in assists (10). She recently
exploded with three goals and three assists
while leading JMU to a 17-3 romp over the
University of Richmond.
Klaes prides herself on playing well but
believes there's more to the sport than just
amassing points.
"It's not about making assists and scoring
goals," Klaes said. "It's about being an allaround player."
She also said she believes there's a mental
aspect of lacrosse most people don't
see KLAES page 31
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Increase in concussion cases gains notoriety
by Peter Haggarty
staff writer
As America's armchair
quarterbacks sit-in their
recliners on cool fall days
enjoying the big hits of the
National Football League, sports fans
throughout the country fail to
consider the repercussions of those
hits.
While the problems NFL athletes
suffer bring notoriety to the injury,
many college and high school
concussions go unnoticed. The
injuries cropping up from these big
hits, specifically concussions, are
getting more severe and gaining
much-needed attention.
The Professional Football Athletic
Trainers Society defines a concussion
as a "jarring injury of the brain
resulting in dysfunction." In simpler
terms, it's a shock to the brain that
can result in disorientation, memory
loss or even coma and death.
On Oct. 17, 1995, Charlottesville
High School student Edward Nowell
died'after lapsing into a coma.
According to the Richmond Medical
Examiner's Office, Nowell, who was
injured in a football game at
Harrisonburg High School just 11
days prior, died from a pulmonary
thrombo-embolism directly related to
a traumatic head injury.
The pathologist who performed
the autopsy refused to comment on
the specifics of Nowell's death
because of ongoing litigation in the
matter.
As
of
April
14,
Charlottesville High School Athletic
Director Carol Bickers hadn't
returned several phone calls about
the incident.
The trend of professional athletes
retiring because of concussions
began in 1979 when Roger "the
Dodger" Staubach, an NFL Hall-ofFamer and former Dallas Cowboys
quarterback, retired after suffering
four concussions in one season.
The trend continued with the
retirement of New York Jets receiver
Al Toon in 1992, after 10 career
concussions caused frequent medical
problems, including reduced shortterm memory, sensitivity to light and
severe headaches.
While Americans and the
announcers who cover games get so
excited when a player gets his bell
rung, those players suffer dearly.
After suffering five concussions in a
span of 14 months, St. Louis Rams
quarterback Chris Miller was advised
to take a year off to recuperate but
was promptly released by the Rams.
In a recent article in the Jan. 16
USA Today Miller said, "When you
have four neurosurgeons and a

neuropsychologist telling you should
take a break and get re-evaluated at a
later time, it's pretty well cut and
dry."
While Miller's career was cut short,
it has given this injury added
attention, evidenced by the NFL
Competition Committee's crackdown
on hits using the crown or face mask.
According to a Jan. 10, USA Today,
article, the crackdown by the NFL
has resulted in 20 players receiving
fines of $12,000 each. As a result of
crackdown, 13 quarterbacks started
all 16 regular-season games, up from
seven quarterbacks in 1994. In a
Dec. 19, 1994. Sports Illustrated
story, Jeffrey Barth, a University of
Virginia neuropsychologist, said,
"Concussions are a hot topic because
of the high-profile cases."
Although the NCAA governing
body began keeping injury statistics
well before Miller's retirement, it has
helped coaches and athletes realize
the severity of this brain-jarring
injury.
The NCAA instituted a Football
Injury Surveillance System in 1982
to keep statistics on the number of
injuries by athletes. The injury
surveillance system report, issued
annually, involves 114 NCAA
member schools who report injuries
on a voluntary basis.The report is
intended to help trainers and the
NCAA determine various problems
needing attention.
In 1995, 147 concussions were
reported from 51 Division I schools
that report injuries for the
surveillance system. JMU reported
nine concussions in the 1995 season,
well above the Division I average of
2.76.
Julie Hildebrand, JMU assistant
athletic trainer, said, "I think the
reason that our number of reported
concussions is higher is because we
tend to err on the conservative side."
Hildebrand said many footballrelated headaches go unreported.
In a March 14, 1995. New York
Times article. Dr. James Kelly,
director of the Rehabilitation Institute
of Chicago's brain injury program,
said, "Surveys have found that 10
percent of college football players
and 20 percent of high school
football
players
experience
concussions in a given football
season.
"That translates to more than
250,000 concussions per year," he
said.
Perhaps those numbers seem high,
but Hildebrand said at the lower
levels, many concussions go
unreported because of a lack of
education. In the upper echelons of
this sport, many coaches and trainers

grades of Concussions
gmami

grade 2

grade 3

'involves confusion
without amnesia and no
loss of consciousness

•involves confusion with
amnesia and no loss of
consciousness

•involves a loss of
consciousness for any
period of time

•player should he
removed from the game
and examined every five
i ninutes for signs of
amnesia or postconcussion symptoms
i.e.. headaches, dizziness,
lethargy and sensitivity
to light

•player should be
removed from game and
not allowed to return;
examined frequently and
the next day; allowed to
return to practice only
after one full week
without symptoms

•player should be
transported from the field
to the nearest Hospital
for a neurological
examination; should
remain in the hospital if
signs of pathology are
detected: return after two
weeks with no symptoms

Informaoon from Much l«. I995 Afar )Wt Timti article

fail to report the most common
symptoms of a concussion, such as
headaches, she said.
Hildebrand said many college
athletes don't report symptoms
because of fear they will be
sidelined. What they fail to realize is
they're hurting themselves in the
long-run.
In the same New York Times
article, Kelly outlined the three levels
of concussions and the guidelines
commonly used to determine a
player's return: Grade I involves
confusion without amnesia:
Grade 2 involves confusion
with amnesia and no loss of
consciousness: and Grade
3 involves loss of
consciousness for any
period of time.
Hildebrand said
although JMU
follow's the
guidelines for
determining
the level of
a

concussion,
they have to evaluate according to
individual situations. "There's no
cookbook method or recipe for
determining what is a concussion or
not," she said. "But we take
everything on a caseby-case basis."
Hildebrand said if a
JMU football player
suffers from a Grade l
concussion, he is
prevented
from
participating in any
activity for at least 72
hours. After that time
period, if the athlete
fails to exhibit any
further symptoms he
can return to limited
activity, and follow-up
examinations
are
conducted.
Hildebrand said, "We have been
lucky that none of our athletes has
ever suffered from a Grade 2 or 3
level concussion.
"If that were to happen, the athlete
would most likely be restricted from
activity for a period of weeks," she
said.
JMU junior tailback Chris Gill
was a victim of this potentially
career-ending injury. Gill, who had a
history of concussions in his football
career, said, "I knew that after so
many concussions I would have to
realize that my future as a human
being was more important."
Gill said he began to suffer from
chronic headaches, some temporary
memory loss and an eye twitch after
two concussions this past season.
Hildebrand said, "Chris had a
history of high school and college

concussions. He was a special case
because of his past experiences with
concussions. Chris was a lot more
susceptible
to
head
injuries."
According
the

BRYAN KNIGHTIsenior artist
American Journal of Public Health,
"a player who has already suffered a
concussion is four times more likely
to get one than a player who has been
concussion-free.
While
the
standards for JMU are
stringent,
many
professional players
are sanctioned to
return to play after a
week. In a Nov. 21,
1994, game against the
Houston Oilers, New
York
Giants
quarterback
Dave
Brown was knocked
unconscious for 30
seconds. Team doctors
advised him to return
the following week
CHRIS GILL against the Washington
Redskins.
Based on Kelly's scale of
concussions, Brown should have
remained inactive for at least two
weeks.
Last season only Boomer Esiason
of the Jets missed a start because of a
concussion, yet both John Elway of
the Denver Broncos and Rodney
Peete of the Philadelphia Eagles who
were knocked woozy in games
returned the following week.
Perhaps these sanctions to return
to the game are the reason Chicago
Bears running back Merril Hoge
retired. Hoge left after a series of
concussions during a six-week period
caused him problems with memory,
dizziness, headaches and lethargy.
Hoge said in a Dec. 19, 1994,
Sports Illustrated interview he was
worried about the effects of second

impact syndrome.
Kelly described second-impact
syridrome as an impact that occurs
prior to the disappearance of all
symptoms from a prior head injury.
A second-impact concussion
results in catastrophic
swelling of the
brain.

According
to a April
19, 1995.'
Sports
Illustrated
article, there
are only 10
• known cases of
. second-impact
syndrome, and the
chances of suffering
from it are "lottery
long."
That is little or
no comfort to the parents
of Adrian Guitterez.
Guitterez, a high school
student at Monte Vista, Colo.,
suffered a severe concussion
two-and-a-half weeks prior to his
death. He failed to recover quickly
from the effects of that first injury,
and the second-impact concussion
caused his death five days after his
last football game.
JMU head football coach Ale*-»
Wood expressed concern at the
recent increase in the number of
concussions in college football.
"It's part of the nature of the beast
to suffer these injuries, and I don't
think that it differs greatly from other
contact sports such as boxing," Wood
said.
There are, however, several
differences between a concussion
suffered in football and one in
boxing.
The New Jersey Boxing
Commission requires a boxer who
has been knocked unconscious to
abstain from boxing for 60 days and
then submit to a battery of
neurological tests.
According to a Dec. 12, 1994,
Time article, The Ohio State Boxing
Commission requires a boxer to
spend 30 days away from the ring
after being knocked unconscious.
Why can the boxing community,^
be so tough on this injury, yet
members of the football community
describe concussions as "part of the
nature of the beast"?
In a Dec. 19. 1994, Sports
Illustrated article the Philadelphia
Eagles' team doctor, Joe Torg, said,
"I know of no football player who
has had the residual neurological
impairment from repeated insults to
the head."
Torg also said when a boxer is
"punch-drunk" the effects are very
different from those of concussions
in football.
Perhaps players like Chris Gill,
Merril Hoge, Troy Aikman, Rodney
Peete and Al Toon would disagree
with Torg, especially on those days
when the headaches make it hard to
wake up in the morning.
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Luxury 4 BEDROOM & 4 BATHROOM Apts

«■

Relax in YOUR OWN TUB at
South View Apartments
Each furnished Luxury
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom
Apartment comes with:

• Double Beds in each bedroom
• Full size Washer and Dryer
• Telephone & Cable hookups
in each bedroom & the living room
• Oversized Closets
HOURS
• Built-in microwave oven OFFICE
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5:30
Sat. 10-4:00
• Garbage disposal
and by appointment
• Full size Dishwasher
869 B Port Republic Rd.
• Bus Service

Stop by
The Commons
Rental Office,
or Call 432-0600,
or have your
parents
call us toll free at
1-800-JMU-8761
and make a
move to luxury!
..-/■. JH9II1J/N
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NBA draft lures college underclassmen
The only question I have is: Who was the
brash college basketball underclassman who
started this trend of forgoing his remaining
years of eligibility to enter the rough-andtumble world of the National Basketball
Association?
Was it former Indiana University guard Isiah
Thomas, who left after his sophomore season,
whicj ended with a 63-50 win over the
Univ*sity of North Carolina Tar Heels in the
1981 fJCAA title game? Or was it UNC power
forwaM James Worthy who bolted after he led
the Tip Heels past Georgetown University, 6362, f^r the 1982 NCAA championship his
junior year?
Whoever it was forgot to tell everyone that
any player who wishes to enter the NBA draft
early needs to be 1) good. 2) ready to play in
the NBA and 3) old enough to sell programs at
a baseball game.
Not to say all of the college players who
prematurely opted for the NBA draft weren't
ready for the challenge. In fact, the list of
success stories includes Anfernee Hardaway,
Magic Johnson, Adrian Dantley and Michael
Jordan.
But the last few years, I've watched the
number of underclassmen leaving early
increase almost exponentially, like the NBA
was giving away a lifetime supply of breath
mints or something.
It really didn't bother me too much until last
year, though. As the self-proclaimed "Person
Most Likely to Build a Lean-to Against the
Dean E. Smith Center and Call it Home," I
watched my beloved Tar Heels go from
evenlual 1996 NCAA champs (sorry Kentucky)
to pdssible Atlantic Coast Conference cellardweder when sophomore sensations Jerry
Stackhouse and Rasheed Wallace flew the coop
after playing in the 1995 Final Four.
Stackhouse and Wallace comprised 50
percent of what was referred to as the
"Sophomore Exodus." Joe Smith of the
University of Maryland and Antonio McDyess
of the University of Alabama made up the
remaining 50 percent.
This year, it's a whole new group of
confident — oh please don't call them cocky —
underclassmen who feel they've accomplished
enough to enter the rough seas of the NBA.
Don't get me wrong; I do think a few college
underclassmen are ready. The thing is, they're
the players who either haven't decided what
they're going to do or have decided to stay. For

regarding my insanity, allow me to explain
example, Wake Forest University's Tim
Duncan, University of Connecticut's Ray Allen
myself.
and University of Massachusetts' Marcus
First, how does Iverson propose to compete
Camby have yet to announce their intentions.
with NBA point guards Terrell Brandon,
Each of these players flirted with the idea of Mookie Blaylock and Damon Stoudamire if he
opting for the NBA last year. Rather, Duncan,
allows UMass guards Carmelo Travieso and
Allen and Camby returned to their respective Edgar Padilla, two guys who may never draw
college programs, where each refined his skills
an NBA paycheck, to shut him down? Second,
and added a new weapon to his arsenal. Duncan
if Iverson's only going to go 16-of-50 shots (32
added a plethora of David Robinson-esque post
percent) and tally six assists and seven
moves; Allen improved his outside shot, and turnovers in two NCAA tournament games
Camby developed a consistent 15-foot jump _ against Texas Tech and UMass, how is he
shot.
going to be able to play point guard in the
The University of Utah's junior forward
NBA?
Keith Van Horn, who possesses enough
Sure, Iverson possesses the skills that will
discipline, poise, athletic ability and court one day make him an amazing NBA player, but
savvy to make
at least one
many NBA
more year at
players
Georgetown
jealous, has
would allow
decided
to
him to become a
return for his
much
more
senior season.
consistent, not
Then there
to
mention
are the other
under control,
guys. These
playmaker.
are the players
Please
who need to
don't
. fool
spend at least
yourself and
one more year
believe Iverson
%
can be an NBA shooting guard, either. At 6 feet
in a college uniform, need to actually appear in
a college game or are just a few eggs short of a and 165 pounds and the possessor of an
dozen.
inconsistent outside jumper, Iverson's position
is not to be questioned. By the way, I can't
At the top of this list is Georgia Tech
freshman Stephon Marbury. The Yellow
think of any NBA-caliber point guard who
Jackets' 19-year-old point guard, who was would start the NCAA tournament with no
assists (like Iverson had against Mississippi
named the ACC Rookie of the Year in addition
Valley State) and end it with one (as he did
to earning ACC First Team honors, decided one
year of experience against mediocre ACC point
against UMass), Can you?
guard competition is enough for him to battle
While Marbury and Iverson are one story,
Lorenzen Wright of the University of Memphis
the NBA's Anfernee Hardaway, Gary Payton
and John Stockton. Yeah, whatever pal. I love
and Darnell Robinson of the University of
Arkansas are an entirely different can of
Jeff "Touche" Mclnnis (UNC's point guard),
but something tells me he isn't as good as worms. These two fellas need someone to slap
them back into reality.
Hardaway. I'm sure Marbury will be able to
Wright, the Tigers' 6-foot-II sophomore
confirm my notion by December.
There's no turning back for Marbury, either.
forward/center who was named a third-team
Since he has signed-with an agent, he can't-1 Ail-American, declared himself eligible for the
renege on his decision and return to Georgia NBA draft weeks ago and said he will return to
Tech.
Memphis if he's unsatisfied with his draft
position. He's allowed to do that because, under
Then there is Georgetown's slithery, highflying sophomore guard Allen Iverson, who has NCAA rules, a player can return to college
within 30 days of being drafted, provided he
yet to decide his future but has hinted he will
enter the draft. Before you grab a pen and paper hasn't signed with an agent or accepted
and begin writing your Letter to the Editor payment for professional tryouts.

Football

Klaes

continued from page 28

continued from page 28

understand. She believes to play well, she has
to be mentally strong and alert.
"I don't get nervous," she said. "I just go
through everything in my mind. I know what I
have to do. and I do it."
Heffernan believes it's all just a reflection of
Klaes' unique work ethic.
"She's an extremely hard worker and is
always well-prepared," Heffernan said. "In that
sense, she's a good role model."
Klaes' teammates believe she is someone the
younger members of the team can look up to,
"She works very hard," Habay said. "She
goes and plays her heart out for every game.
She really leads by example."
The coaching staff praises Klaes' work ethic,
but Klaes said she feels there's always room to
improve, and enjoys putting herself to the test.
"I like playing against people that are better
than me," Klaes said. "It makes me realize how
much I need to work. I want people to push
me."
Klaes always looks for a way to win and will
never back down from the challenges presented
to her.
"I'm intense — at least I try to be," she said.
"I try not to get down on myself, but I have to
understand myself as a player, and I always
want to better my play for the next game."
Klaes will pack up this new attitude as she
and the Dukes travel to American University on
.April 16 to face the Eagles in their last Colonial
Athletic Association game of the season.

After developing a reputation as a shotblocker his freshman year, Wright had trouble
guarding every legitimate big man he played
against this season, a list that included Camby
and Cincinnati's Danny Fortson. Although he
has impressive athletic ability, Wright hasn't
demonstrated the power necessary to be an
NBA center or the ball handling to be a power
forward. Sounds a bit like Rasheed Wallace to
me — someone who would look much better in
Carolina Blue than Washington Bullets Red.
When it comes to Razorbacks' junior center
Darnell Robinson, the only rationale I can think
of for him entering the draft is he just wants out
of Arkansas.
"I gave as much to the University of
Arkansas as I possibly could," Robinson said.
"I wish the Razorbacks nothing but success in
the future."
This is a player who never averaged more K
than 13 points or seven rebounds with the
Razorbacks, much less played on a consistent
basis. Well, I guess this will be the second year
in a row that an Arkansas underclassman
doesn't get picked in the draft (See former
Arkansas guard/forward and 1994 Final Four
Most Outstanding Player Scotty Thurman).
Last, but certainly not least, are the high
school kiddies. This year, there are two high
schoolers who are contemplating skipping
college entirely and trying their luck with the
NBA — citing the Minnesota Timberwolves'
rookie Kevin Garnett, who went from high
school to the pros, as a recent, mild success.
Kobe Bryant and Tim Thomas, ranked one
and two respectively by recruiting analyst Bob
Gibbons, have until May 12 to decide, along
with the college players, whether they'll go
from the prom to an NBA training camp within
a matter of months.
If I were an authoritative voice for any of the
players I've discussed, I'd offer them a few
words of advice before midnight May 12.
First, short-term gratification in the NBA- <rsuggests long-term mediocrity. Just ask the
Charlotte Hornets' Kenny Anderson.
Second, as far as your family and friends are
concerned, if they haven't driven a fancy car or
lived in a mansion all these years, 365 days
ain't gonna hurt.
Last, regarding the risk of getting injured,
•which is a serious concern, there is a simple
test: Name a big-time who stayed in school and
suffered a career-ending injury.
I didn't think so.

FILL PHOTO
Junior attack Shelley Klaes makes a pass In JMU's 7-5 loss to University of Virginia
April 9 in Charlottesville. Klaes leads the Dukes with 22 goals and 10 assists.

The Dukes must replace seven defensive
starters from last season's squad, which had one
of the most porous run defenses in Division IAA.
The Dukes' defense didn't disappoint the
JMU coaching staff yesterday, though. With a
depleted offensive line, the defense kept
constant pressure on each of the quarterbacks.
"The defensive line was very strong today,"
Wood said. "They played together, played
courageous and played hard. They had a couple
breakdowns, but for the most part, I was
pleased."
As far as the starting lineup for the 1996
Dukes, Wood said most of the spots have been
secured by the players who were backups in
1995. He also doesn't anticipate next year's
freshman class to make too much of an impact.
"We've got two junior college players
coming in who could play, but I don't see many
freshman competing for starting spots," Wood
said.
The 1996 Dukes may feature several new
faces in the starting lineup, but Wood and his
players know the foundation for a successful
season is in place.
"We've lost a lot of guys from last year's
team," Gonzalez said, "but I'm sure the players
wc have will step up on both sides of the ball."
Wood said, "We're a young team and a
courageous team that will compete hard. That's
good enough."
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orts Hi
for five runs, taking a one-run
lead. The Monarchs then came
back in the bottom of the inning
and scored three more runs, all
off JMU starter Jeff Hafer, giving
ODU the final winning margin of

BASEBALL
Dukes drop doubleheader
Old Dominion University
swept JMU in a doubleheader
Saturday night, dropping the
Dukes to 5-8 in the Colonial
Athletic Association, 18-18
overall.
JMU jumped out to a 2-0 lead
Ot in the early stages of game one,
scoring twice in the first two
innings. The Dukes were unable
to hold on to that lead though, as
hurlers Andrew Gordon, Ryan
New and Eric Parker gave up 12
runs in two innings.
The worst was the fifth inning,
in which those three pitchers
gave up 11 of those runs. New
did not retire a batter.
The Dukes eventually fell 132, with Tim Bouch coming in to
give up one run in three innings
of relief.
Offensive leader Greg White
went 3-4 at the plate for the
Dukes but did not have any RBI.
The score was not as gaudy in
game two, but the outcome was
the same, as JMU lost 7-5.
The Dukes, down 4-0 in the
^..top of the third inning, exploded

Senior outfielder Juan Dorsey
was the Dukes' most consistent
performer Saturday, going a
combined 4-8, with two RBI and
one run scored.

FENCING
JMU fencing awards
announced
The JMU fencing team has
announced the awards for the
1995-96 season. The team had a
successful season, finishing as
the National Intercollegiate
Women's Fencing Association
epee team champion and the
Virginia
intercollegiate
champion. Four fencers qualified
for NCAA regional competition.
Sophomore Jenna Morgan
was named the squad's most
valuable fencer. Morgan, an epee
fencer, qualified for the NCAA
National and the NCAA MidAtlantic/South
Region
tournaments. She won the state

epee championship and was the
NIWFA champion.
Sophomore Ida Tennant and
freshman Susan Loeser shared
the most-improved fencer award.
Tennant competed at the U.S.
Fencing Association Junior
Olympics, and Loeser placed
third in the state foil tournament.
Freshman Gabrielle Wilson
won the Dukes' Rookie of the
Year Award. Wilson also
competed in the Junior Olympics,
and was a finalist at the NIWFA
Championships.
The Coach's Award was given
to senior Wendy Arbogast.

WOMI;N\S
SOCCER
Women's soccer awards
announced
The awards for the recordbreaking 1995 women's soccer
team were announced Sunday.
The team won the school's first
ever women's CAA soccer title,
while winning a school record 16
games and advancing to the
NCAA round of 16.
Senior forward Ashley
Williamson was named the most
Valuable Offensive Player.

fercJSJL-CJC.
& AoMwiw, BiidoE
TOP «)<? Gents:
-m,

-,,iLS,,,,,,.v,~

Tuxedo Rentals
Shoe Rentals

Tott fte Ladies;

Dresses, Shoes. '
3cu>elity, Gloves, etc \

2870 South Main
Harrisonburg

Looking :fpr iornethirig
special*- wecan find tt for
you and you don't'have to
leave town?
Preseni your JMU ID and
receive 10% off 1

Just past Dukes Plaza

beside Enterprise
rent a car
HOl/RS
Mon thru Fri 10 am -7 pm

-
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GYMNASTICS
Golden headed to NCAA
Championships
Three JMU gymnasts
competed in NCAA regional
championships Saturday.
Junior Chris Golden placed
fifth on the still rings with a score
of 9.675 in the NCAA East
Region Championships. That
qualifies him for the NCAA
championships.
Golden also placed 39th on
the parallel bars with an 8.7
score. Mark DeNoble placed 39th
on the pommel horse with an
8.75.
In the NCAA Southeast
Region Championships, junior
Kathy Aiken placed 25th in the
all-around competition, scoring
37.2.

TENNIS
Men, Women place fifth
The men's and women's tennis
teams placed fifth in the CAA in
their conference tournaments this
past weekend.

II

HATS GOiN

434-8230

present your JMU4D and"
u pgrade to a vest; At no
Additional charge?

Sat10am 4pm

Williamson led the region in
goals with 19, and her 46 points
ranked 15th in the nation. She set
single season and topped off
career marks for JMU this year in
points and goals. She has 55
goals and 128 points in her
career.
Williamson was named first
team all-region, all-state and AllCAA this season, and played in
the Umbro Select Senior All-Star
Game.
Junior Jenn Cuesta won the
Most Valuable Defensive Player
award for the Dukes. Cuesta was
a stone wall for JMU this season,
earning first team all-state and
second-team CAA honors.
Cuesta had seven points from her
defensive position.
Freshman Lisa Cioffi won the
Dukes' Rookie of the Year
award. Cioffi made the All-CAA
first team after moving into the
starting lineup in the second
game of the season.
The Coaches Award was
given to redshirt sophomore
forward Stacey Tourtellote.
Tourtellote played her first full
season for the Dukes, after being
sidelined for two years with
various knee injuries. Tourtellote
was the Dukes' second leading
scorer this season with 27 points.

lt/e Defitur tit 10
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Sam CJunderson & Monday

Bootleg Tape PaHy CdCtUS flfOOVerS ~
4/1 5/96!

£*

4 /16/96

^ stew
Slt^Ue

HIT THE TRAILS THIS SPRING!
GT TIMBERLINE

wedtte^Jg^
4/1 ,V96

^JLT**' Voodo° Heaven

• QT Triple Triangle Cr-Mo Frame
• 1 1/8 Cr-Mo. Chisel Cut Fork.
• Shimano 21 speed Alivio Shifters
• Araya GP-710 Rims, WTB Vebciraptor Tires.
• GT Aluminum Handlebar, Cr-Mo Stem.

4 / 1 9/96

• Colors: Team Scream, Vivid Evergreen.

409.95
HI <>*»»•.

Lingerie \ DIVAS* Egggfenator, StSCu^f
Dedicated to the Art of Cycling..

MARK'S BIKE SHOP
434-5151

—

KARAOKE

1670 South Main (Next to Wendy's) The 'Burg

ShOW

\ Habitat for Humanity

M-FI

We are located between Bruce &
Water St. across from the A&N store
and next to Touch The Earth.
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Night IAfe\Mario Nozzarella

Historic times
Noli sou
•AMtoBun
Ads lor
Cosby?
25 Free-lor • all lor
Osmond?
27 Redoes*
boldness
28 Golfer, ai start
30 Old weapon
31 Time of day, to
poets
32-Beau —■
33 Lament
35 Deep feelings for
Lorenz?
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7
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ACROSS
1 Society bud
4 Muscle protein
9 South American
Indian
14 River to the North
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DOWN
Obligation
Border lake
Lotion
Coverwtlho»
Outer garment
Loyalist
Hootler Stale:
abbr.
Money saved for a
rainy day
Midshipman
Idolizes
Scurried
Motel
Lad
Roving
Diving bird
Coalition
Actress
Sommer
Fell as icy rain
French port

40 Journey for
Rbno?
45 Red at 46 Axiom
47 First name in
mysteries
48-Baba
49 Toboggan
60 Assert
51 Supernatural
creature
53 Blue-pencil
54"— a)oty, good
lelloW
55 Seed covers
56 SUrt inserts
57 Blackboard
58 Cause
60 Sublease
61 Routine domestic
tasks
62 Ascends
64 Go sit —
tackl

65 Single-masted
67 Give one's
consent
70 Brier feature
72 Imaginary
75 AlanLaddMm
76 First in excellence
77 Lark
79 Thespians' gp.
61 Scarlett's home
82 Thin in tone
83 Speaker of
baseball
84 Grouch
85 Inlet
66 Poet Teasdsle87 Indian or Arctic
89 Windy City's
airport
90 Veggie for
Johnson?
93 Carrousel tor Ms.
Martin?

96
98
99
102

26
29
32
33
34
35
36
37
36
39
41
42
43
44
50

59
60
61
63
66
67
68
69
71
73
74

91 Riddle
92 Ancient ascetic
94 "Never was so
much — so
many."
(Churchill)
97 Scandinavian
99 Card game
100 Small monkey
101 Soon
103 Bristle
104 Wearing apparel
105 Beams
106 Words of
comprehension
107 Greek peak
109 "—Yankee
Doodle."
110 Pose
111 Thai girl
113 Somewhat:
suff.

VMMI

95 Political
cartoonist
Trap
Combat
Step
Marsh
bird
103 Motion picture
script
106 Regal bird for
Alan?
112 Binocular for
Saty?
114 Mighty mite
115 Appearances
116 Founded: abbr.
117 Peacock leather
markings
118 Musical Ms.
Turner
119 *A poem lovely
as —
120 Questionable
121 SaNon —
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Amphitheater
Spacious
toe cream holders
Move rapidly
Enticing
"Ad — per aspera"
Preside over
Gem weight
Concealed
Swiss city
Acquire
knowledge
Ross —
Cubic meter
Beseech
Under the covers
Cheers
Harmonized hymn
Ascot
General Bradley
Water bottles
Arboreal ape
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Fanlare
Existence
Chews
Roger ol baseball
Heraldic band
Hodgepodge
More competent
Singer Delia
Narrow gorge
Pedestal occupant
Creeds
Detection device
Upper crust
Flying toys
"— by any other
name..."
—Heights
Before
Run oft lo marry
Stage whisper
Art category
Coast
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VoMmlVitiideXBrent Coulson

Otter's Tricks & tips\fosh Natbanson
-rE-Ufc t»24:How

T> SOluD

A

£°i\c£T

SrHP/-:'<|^J'-

Hepatica\3f ike Earls
I

THINK THAT THE EASTER

BUNNY

SHOULD RUM FOR

PRESIDENT/.'/"

~X

WELL, THE EASTER BUNNY IS KNOWN
FOR SNEAKINJ6 AKOUNPAT KJI6HF SO
"WAT MO OWE SEES HIM LAYIN6 o\ST
Mi s E66s/ FITS gi6wr W //J

You C*NV BJLE OUT KEN CXI fHi JR.
IN '%. He CAM RON, F/ttO ANt>
HAS A .3o3 UFET/Mt mu>6t. A
WELL f&JNOEO cwoiixre!)

Somewhere Out There \Seth Thompson
A

BEAUTIFUL OPRTWCV DAY.

Stitchface & Sock \Bob & Marty Z
HEY STITCHFACE, WHAT AfcE.
-•- *«-• 'T5 LIKE]
THEV SUJUP 6REAT.
/I DCW'T REAtlV SEMEME ^
MCM£DAD $EE,THI*OW6T7/iE,
vuHEU I V$S" A*'D/ T ^^ A "LITHE
SXHCtAR" 5<lHOLAC$L}|p F6R THP
MTIoUbL $PEUW6 BEE. BUT
THE PAV °p TWE T^,P> X
wjolCE UP AAJD MV PAREfJT$
u;ERE 60WE VPITH THSR
BEIOW6WGS ^P THE S'-HOAi?*7j>
MOUEV. 2C +JEVBR. <,!W THE'^
A6AIM.

For Better or For Worse\Lynn Johnston
TROUBLE IS, I Hrtfeso

mo*i WORK To DO...
Wso MUCH
o ^nDDVINS'!

I Wv'PtDM'TIPfey Tea us I
IT WAS GONNA Be.SO
Hmo?uwy DioNTTriey
TaLusUte'PBEUPAUMlSHT-WHypiPNYTflEV'

- WHV WftSN'T 1 .
LISTENING'?*

1\

TELL us?? ~

1

"UJELL^S. X 6C'ET« XT WA£
A PRETjV_6C£p -J<^E OP THFM/

-its; ox TO HIOE ron mu-

oravwa

HIRU RKL HARU EACKL HIIU VIEW OK YIP, LURKY
RW AE OW, RKL PAW LUCKY. *«***«
EUAL UHM SNINING, ZADOANRG NIM ZYCYG DNMP '
f> UAI I L LLAYR ouCH.-by Barbara J.Rugg
Last Week's Solution: "Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary," This is famous first line of: The Raven
ll
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Unrv*rstty Mac* - 3 or 4BR apt.
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate Inc. (540)433-9576
Collet-* Station/University Court4 or 5BR townhouses. Furnished.
Apple Real Estate Inc. (540)4339576
turfing the not? Check out
Hunter's Ridge online) Two
locations,
HTTP://WWW.UC0NNECT.C0M/H
R & IN%PRUDFUNK»CFW.COM.
Call Joe for more Info at 4345150, Prudential Funkhouser &
Associates.
Madison Square - Fully furnished
3BR, 2.5 bath, fully equipped apt.
June & August leases available.
$650/mo. Call Coldwell Banker.
434-1173.
College Station - 4BR, 2 bath,
fully furnished, fully equipped,
$210/person. August to July
lease. This is our last one. Call
nowl Coldwell Banker, 434-1173.
4BR apt. - University Place.
Furnished, great location. Carroll,
434-5150 (PFA).
7BR house for summer sublet On Cantrell. June-August. 5743243
Female tultemata needed - Next
year. Share 2BR furnished suite in
Hunter's Ridge townhouse.
$225/mo. Call Kristina, 4337351.
Hunter's Ridge townhouse - 4BR.
2BA, furnished. $900/mo. Call
owner, (540)371-2552.
Summer sublet - In Ashby
Crossing, $200/mo. negotiable.
Call 5740996. 4 rooms.
Sublet In Ashby Crossing! 2 RMs,
Available May-July. Call Amy or
Betsy. 433-1383. Price negotiable.
Summer sublet - Room in Olde
Mill Village. Cheap, make me an
offer. Eric. 432-1765.
Staying for summer? Sublease
1BR in clean Ashby Crossing apt.,
June & July, $150/mo. Call Carrie,
433-5515.
Summer sublease - S227/mo.,
negotiable. Commons apt.
Available May-August. 574-2248
Cut* 4BR house - Living room
with fireplace, dining room,
kitchen, 1 bath, basement, garage,
W/D, less than mile from campus.
S200/BR. lease/deposit. 4348884. 433-8822
4M townhouse - Available May 1July 30. Short term lease only. Mt.
View Dr. $700/mo. Call Carroll at
Prudential, 434-5150.
4BR nous* - Available August 1.
Central A/C, great kitchen. Need
tenants who will take care of nice
house. $1.000/mo + utilities. Call
Carroll at Prudential. 434-5150
i
Summer sublet - Common*, top of
hill! Rent negotiable. Call 5742737.
Gorgeous 5BR Victorian nous* In the country) 2 kitchens, 2 baths,
available June 15. $800/mo. +
utilities. Call Carroll at Prudential
Funkhouser & Associates. 4345150
tubtl**l May through Jury - Okie
Mill. A/C, W/D, DW. 433-9946
2BR furnished suite - Hunter's
Ridge townhouse, $450/mo. Call
433-7351.

Need Some Roommates?
Imt E-m* m at
w«-m»njNn#cFw.co»r ww. ■
eeort dwerietion of who VM •» *
what you're lulling lor.
Wei oa the reetll
The MM NMMNM * ANN,
Reartoft, Proaerty M(m(. OtrWon
Far IWI Me can 4J4-5150
Room/rooms avallaM* for sublet May-August. Call Whitney. 433
8893.
3RMs In OM* MM svaHaMs - For
sublease May-June. Individual or
group sublease. $140/mo. Call
James at 574-4394.
Summer sublet! OMe MM VUlag*.
Rent negotiable. Call 433-4931.

J-M Apartments
434-1847 or 434-3882
2 BR Apt. $380/mo.
or $190/person
3-BR Apt. $4S0/mo.
or $150/ person
AN apt*. n*ar CantreH Bridge.
On* Of th* closest complexes to

Ml
Owner/Manager!
The good apartments go first
so com* by and see us!
3BR house - Close, great
condition. W/D, June 1. $675.
433-1569
Beautiful, spacious 3-4BR apt. Walking distance, W/D, July 1.
433-1569
Summer sublease In Olde Mill Cheap! Call 574-0803 or 5742119.
1BR Apt., Dutchmill Court.
- $335/mo.
2BR Apt-, New York Ave.
$370/mo. Available June.

1991 Blue Oeo Storm - Great
condition. $5,500/obo. Call
x4827.
Peavy microphone - $120 value
for $60. Call Chris at 432-6806.
Queen size bad with box spring &
frame for sale. Call Marnl. 4326932.
Students/Parents - Invest in your
time at JMUI OwrvRent your private
home for your mortgage. 3-4BR
very close to JMU.
Call
Philip/Sherry Constable. 234
8155, Realtors.
-87 Honda Prelude 2.0 SI Excellent condition, 145k, power
windows, sunroof, side mirrors,
cruise control. Asking for $3,500.
Call Wagas, 574-4263.
Hundyal Sonata '89 - 49,500
miles, good condition. Call
Mustafa at 574-2772.

HELP WANTED
Summer chlldcare - Harrisonburg
home. M-F. 12:00 5:30p.m.. 14 &
11 year ok). Must have car. $4/hr.
Call 433-2271 after 6p.m.
$1,750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For Info call
(202)393-7723.
Cruise ships now hiring - Earn up
to $2,000+/mo. working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal & full-time
employment
available.
No
experience necessary. For more
info call (206)971-3550. ext.
C533255.
$20 - Laser resume with Internet
job search. Parcel Plus. 574-4644.
Summer employment - Need
dependable, energetic people for
packing & loading household
goods. Long ,iours, will train. Now
accepting applioetions. Pullen
Moving Co.. Woedbrldge. VA.,
(703)494-8100.

3BR Duplex, Rosedale.
$540/mo. Available August.

Summer Employment Child Care

Individual Leases.
Call for options in 3-4BR Apts,
Dutchmill Court. $175-$185/mo.

Famlliei In our community ars looking
for fun-loving, creative students to
provide child care & activities for their
school-aged children over the summer
months. Crafts, sports, water games &
outfoor advertures are Just a few of the
things kids love about summer, &
YOU can experience the fun again while
providing much needed
summer child care.
ChiidCare Connection. Rocklngtiam
Memorial Hospital's child care resource
& referral service, will help connect you
with parents In the Harrisonburg area
who need your services.
For more Information, contact
ChiidCare Connection at 4334531 or
stop by our office in the basement of
the wine-Price Building (next to RMH
Visitor's Deck), Mon.-Thurs., Sam..
4p.m., to All out a registration form.

QUIET. NO PARTIES.
434-2100
Room near campus - Private
entrance with bath. $175. 5/38/25/96. 434-2812
May/Summer rental - University
Place, less than 1 mile from
campus. 1BR, kitchen & bath.
Subsidized rent, $150/mo.
Contact Dorothy •> Apple Real
Estate, 433-9576.
Summer sublet - The Commons.
May - Mid-August. $200/mo
negotiable. Call 433-3208. Steve.
May session sublet - University
Place. Female, only $i80/obo.
564-0806
Roommates n**d»d ASAP - Fall,
year lease, nice townhouse. Call
Morena, 574-4299.
Sublet In Common* - NowAugust! Call Kristen, 5744)012.
Ashby Crossing Apts. - Summer
housing available. Call for details!
432-1001. EHO

FOR SALE
Home-brewing supplies - Kits,
grains, hops, yeast, literature. Call
432-6799.
1990 Pontlac Grand Prix - Air,
stereo with graphic equalizer,
power doors/windows, tilt, cruise,
119k miles, runs great. $4,000.
433-2955

Attention - Excellent Income for
home assembly work. Info,
(504)646-1700 Dept. VA-4806.
Waitresses wanted at Jess'
Lunch- Must be available during
summer. Please apply in person at
22 S. Main St.
Bilingual parson needed - Spanish
& English. Sales & clerical
experience necessary. Call TRI
Realty. 434-7787 xll90.
S Cruise ships hiring! Students
needed! $ ♦ free travel (Caribbean,
Europe,
Hawaiil)
Seasonal/permanent.
no
experience necessary. Gde.
(919)9294398 xC1179.
Paid
summer
Internship
opportunities with a national firm,
training provided. Career potential
for qualified candidates. Call
Mike. 432-6364 or (703) 7309505.

University Painters
Summer Job*
S6-$10/houf
. All Training Provided
Management Positions StMl
Available!
NoVA Area: 61641319
Other Antes: (800)56*2656
Free T-ehlrt ♦ $1000 - CreditCard
fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1,000 by earning a whopping
S5/VISA
application.
Call
(800)932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive free T-shirt.
Summer employment - Camp Rim
Rock for Girls, Yellow Springs. WV.
seeks kind-hearted, hard-working
females to fill positions as tennis,
canoeing & unit staff. For
application info, call (800)662
4650.
Positions available for dance
Instructor* - Fall 1996. Now
interviewing. Call 433-7127.
Child car* for 19mo. old boy In
large Victorian home three blocks
from campus. Please call 4344108.
Babysitter for two children Close to JMU. Two days/wk. 4320922
Tender-loving summer child care
needed for 13 & 5 year-old girls.
Must enjoy outings to pool, parks,
library, etc. References & own
transportation required. Call 2899384. evenings.
Have fun In the sunl Need a
summer job? Be a lifeguard in
Northern VA & MD. Community
Pool Service. (800)966-2500.

NOW HIRING FOR FALL
BOOKRUSHI
$4.90/Hour
State application ft completed
Fan schedule required.
APPLY IN PERSON
BY APRIL 22.
Summer work - Interview* this
week. Placing all majors. Monday
& Tuesday, 2p.m. & 4p.m., Taylor
305; Wednesday. 2p.m. & 4p.m.,
Taylor 400.
Summer child car* - Full-time,
M-F, live-in/live-out in my
Annandale. VA home for 13 & 10
year old children. Must be caring,
responsible, non-smoker with own
car. References required. Call
(703)323-7990. Leave message.
Competitive athlete* do extremely
well in our program. Now accepting
applications for hard working
summer intern. Make $6,240. Call
(800)492-8506.
Student Pwitera
PtWVnf pOwttOOS etVMMM (fl
NeVAl
M/hr.
AH Training Provided
Call (800)829-4777
orxsen
fof roof* kwo!
The OM Scout Council of the
Nation's Capital has excellent
summer Jobs available for those
who love to campl Our Resident
Camps are looking for the following
people to live on site In the
beautiful mountains & fdotlands of
Virginia. Unit leaders: supervise
the Unit Counselors & activities of
the camp; Unit Counselors: provide
supervision & guidance to campers
in the unit & activity areas;
Business Manager: ideal for a
Business major, obtain hands on
experience to help you in your
field; Lifeguards: we will certify!;
EMT: assist in the overall health
care of our campers. Build your
resume now...with us, while you're
having fun this summer! Please
contact Denise Viau, Camping
Specialist at (202)337-4300. x209
or E-Mail a request for an
application to: gscncinfo9aol.com
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SERVICES
National DJ Connection - Music
entertainment you need! And
Karaoke. 4330360
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ADOPTION
. A loving childless couple
wishes to adopt an Infant.
Call Bo ft Anne collect,

(202)667-1856

Quality auto body repair - Student
discount. Extended hours. 4341594

Let's Help Each Other Out!

TEXTBOOK BUYBACK

May Graduate* - Do your parents
need rooms for graduation? I have
extra reservations, 15 mm. from
campus. Call Alice. 432-0767.

IS COMING)
Get cash for your books!
April 24 - May 3
Mark your calendars!

Attention all studentsi Grants &
scholarships available! Billions of
$$$ in private funding. Qualify
immediately. (800)AiD-2 HELP
(800-243-2435).
Moving?
Ship
UPS/Fed
Ex/Roadway for less. Parcel Plus.
574-4644.
NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing
business opportunities ft work at
home opportunities, contact tire
Better Business Bureau Inc.,
•I (703)342-3488.
'96 Qrads - Beginning your job
hunt? '94 graduate shares secrets
to landing the job you desire. Free
report. Name & address to J.B.D..
PO Box 635, Virginia Beach, VA
23451. .
Skydlvel Freefall at Skydive
Orange! It's a blast! (540)9423871
The
Oatherlnghttp://www.takeme.com
Scholarships, academic & career
resources, internships, sports,
new, entertainment, travel, music,
debates & 1,000s of links.

WANTED
Warrted-Cers tor parts. 867 5871
Want to hike Appalachian Trail &
need someone to go with. Call
Kristin, 574-0996, if you are going.
Two kittens to give away - Need
good owner. Call Chris. 432-6806.
Wanted - Female roommate at
The Commons. Spring semester
97. x5110

PERSONALS
CPR classes - Heartbeat, Inc.
432-1770. Recertlflcation only
$15.
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE NEW 1996-97
COMMUTER STUDENT COUNCIL
Catherine Batzil
Matthew Beekman
Laura Down
Matthew Montgomery
Frank Rosenblatt
Heather Pryce
Andy Sorenson
Kyle Wesson
John Woiford
Hillary Zahm
Donate your vehicle to the charity
foundation. 432-6653, (800)3683541.
SKATE NIGHT
Come Have Some Fun At The
Local Roller Rlnkl
Friday, Apr! 19 from

ll:30p.m.-l:00a.m.
If yea need a ride, • van wW leave
Godwin Bu* Map at 11:15p.m.
Another fun toclal Idea from your
frtende at Natural Hlfhe!

Thank you from CARE
To all the bands who
volunteered ...
Beyond The Rhythm Inn,
Boxturtle,

MM,
Gladfstter,
John's Ashes,
VIbe Theory,
Son* of Icarus,
Thaj In Mary,
Aaron WaUman,
Bryan I loan**,
Jason Jennings,
Scott Flnney ft Brian Mlnter for
giving us sound,
Th* Office,
ft everyone who supported
CARESTOCK!

We couldn't have done
It without you!

Living Off Campus
Next Year?
Buy your 1996-97 UDAP
contract at the
Center for Off-Campus
Living
In Taylor Hall
by April 19th!
Open 9a.m. to 4p.m.
Also on sale at the
Cashier's Office
in Wilton.
Plug the hotel
Aim high *X6 - Raffling off two
plane rides over JMU. Proceeds
benefit RMH. $2 for two chances.
To place a classified ad In

The Btoaia, please come
to The Breeze office in the
basement of Anthony-SeegerHail,
weekdays from 8a.m.-5 p.m.
Classified ads cost $2.50 for the
first ten words, and $2.00 for
each additional ten words. Boxed
ads are $10 per column inch.
Showker lobby. Thursday. April
18th.
Subscriptions to Th* Breezeare available!
For only $30 for third class mail,
or $75 for first class mail.
you can receive a full year of
The Breeze. Please send your
name, address & money to:
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

The Taylor Down Under
Coffeehouse Stage
Presents:
Monday, 8->:30p.m., Justin Smith
Tuesday, 8-10p.m., Open MIc
Wednesday, S-9p.m.,
Carmen Haazard
Thursday, 7-llp.m., Open Stage:
Multicultural Student Services
Friday, ail, PCM Coffeehouse

To place a classified ad, just come down to The Breeze's office in the basement of\
iAnthony-Seeger Hall (across Main Street) weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.
.
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Check Out These
April Values

ot

" >*

«vW

11 a.m. —12 midnight Sun. - Thurs.
11 am. — 1 a.m. FrL - Sat

433-0606
Cloverleaf Shopping Center
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